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May primary
Kenny Imes and Ed Overbey, both of
Murray, will vie for the nomination as
State Representative of the Fifth District
composed of Calloway and part of Trigg
County
Richard Wisenberger, Mayfield attorney, and Ronnie Jackson and Harry M.
Sparks of Calloway County will compete
for the state senate seat vacated by U.S
Rep. Carroll Hubbard.
Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter and
City Prosecutor Don Jrn
in their bids for nomirbtirel.
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Regents To
Meet MOnday

In Owensboro
Departing from a tradition of on-campus
meetings, the Murray State University
board of regents will conduct its regular
quarterly session in Owensboro Monday,
April 7, "as a symbol of the university's
regional commitment."
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, said the 10-member governing
-body has agreed to meet periodically in the
future in other West Kentucky cities as
further demonstration of that commitment.
Noting that the precedent is being
established "so that people can develop
closer contact with the university and its
programs designed to serve them" he said
the new concept will also enable board
members to get the feel of educational and
service needs outside their home areas
Scheduled at 9:30 a. m. in the conference
room on the 12th floor of Gabe's in
Owensboro, the Monday meeting has an
agenda calling for consideration of a 197576 budget, tenure policy and procedures,
the University School Issue, a new Student
Government Association Constitution, two
physical plant resolutions, arid recommendations for chairmanships.

G PROIECT —The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens met at
County High School greenhouse to begin a gardening project this
wed by the Municipal Housing Authority, Calloway High Vocational
lass, senior citizens, and extension service.
nas Orel I puau4.0sous er
mud and debris from around the footings,
and then determine whether the footings
have settled or if they have been crushed
or cracked.''
Hodges explained that a footing is a
pier's base and is usually wider than the
pier itself. Its purpose being to distribute
the load over a greater area.
"Our current plans," said Hodges, ''are
based on the assumption that the bridge's
shift of approximately six inches is a
settling action with no actual damage to
the footing itself,
' "If this is the case, after we have
pumped the water out and cleared the mud

Fair and cold tonight, low in the upper
teens to mid 20s. Mostly sunny and warmer Friday, high in the low to upper 50s.
Saturday mostly sunny and warmer.

Azaleas were placed around the Confederate Memorial in the northeast purl
_ of the ( alloway County Court Yard. Charles McKinney, Jeff, construction
--.-/erreeriverewn:CaNfivisircritivrOlsdige-ksihel44.4444e«-isloriteel;t144itsierr-Pw
project was under the auspices of the I. N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy. UDC members in the picture are, left to right.
Miss Maude Nance, Mrs. Lois Sammons, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. john I.
Livesay, Mrs. Melvin Cayce,anitr the back row, Mrs. Ray Munday.

—ervule; RIIU rs. •. LOt yam,
Mt. Vernon (Id.) High School. Richard
Brown, band director at Larnbuth College,
Jackson, Tenn., will judge sight reading.
Schools participating in the festival are:
High schools—Crittenden County,
Fulton City, Livingston Central, Lyon
County, Marshall County, Trigg County,
Ballard Memorial, Hancock County,
Calloway County, Murray (two bands),
Caldwell County, Reidland, Heath,
Mayfield, and Lone Oak.
Junior high and middle schools—Murray
Middle School"( two bands), Benton Junior
High, North Marshall Junior High, Heath
Middle School, Caldwell County Junior
.High, Trigg County, Middle Sehool-i,.d-°ak Middle-4„ 14116
Reidian1
11,
_;....idaYfrAblitki00
lacuelao.
School, and
The program is the fourth and final of a
series of music festivals held this spring on
the campus. Farrell said the public is
Invited to attend M DO asimission charge

The senior citizens will meet again today
A gardening project for the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens was to pot 250 different seeds and plants. Mrs.
begun this week with the assistance of Rob Lamb and Howard Brandon have
furnished lots near the housing project
several individuals and businesses
The senior citizens met at the Calloway where the senior citizens of the project will
County High School greenhouse and maintain a community garden. The land
transplanted 500 tomato plants, donated by will be prepared by the housing authority
Mr and Mrs Purdom Lassiter Pots for under the superiision of Howard.
Participants at Calloway High this week
the transplanting were donated by the
included Thyra Crawford, Elizabeth
Yopp Seed Co.
ewi ---Tairies, Lillie Parris, Ethel Walker, Amble
With the assistance of ---rifFrtq
WAvatAbart, Kissel Le,.
zgaut,
ticulture instructor at Calloway High, the 0 Vaughn, Treva Washer, Erma Lovett,
potting soil was provided by the Murray Verona Grogan, Pattie Harris, Alma
Housing Authority and the sand was Cooper, I, D Miller, Ted Howard, and
Carman Parks.
donated by the Murray Sand Co.
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Regents To
Meet Monday
In Owensboro

Departing from a tradition of on-campus
meetings, the Murray State University
board of regents will conduct its regular
quarterly session in Owensboro Monday,
April 7, as a symbol of the university's
regional commitment.''
Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, university
president, said the 10-member governing
body has agreed to meet periodically in the
future in other West Kentucky cities as
further demonstration. of that commitment.
Noting that the precedent is being
established "so that people can develop
closer contact with the university and its
programs designed to serve them" he said
the new concept will also enable board
members to get the feel of educational and
service needs outside their home areas.
Scheduled at 9:30 a. m. in the conference
room on the 12th floor of Gabe's in
Owensboro, the Monday meeting has an
agenda calling for consideration of a 197576 budget, tenure policy and procedures,
the University School issue, a new Student
Government Association Constitution, two
physical plant resolutions, and recommendations for chairrnanships.
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dG PROJECT—The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens met at
ty County High School greenhouse to begin a gardening project this
sored by the Municipal Housing Authority, Calloway High Vocational
dass, senior citizens, and extension service.
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and then determine whether the footings
have settled or if they have beer -crushed
or cracked "
Hodges explained that a footing is a
pier's base and is usually wider than the,,,
pier itself its purpose being to distribute
the load over a greater area.
"Our current piens," said Hodges, are
based on the assumption that the bridge's
shift of approximately six inches is a
settling action with notactual damage to
the fooling itself
-If this is the case, after we have
pumped the water out and cleared the mud
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Jackson, Tenn., will judge sight reading.
Schools participating in the festival are:
High schools—Crittenden County,
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City, Livingston Central, Lyon
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1
Ballard Memorial, Hancock County,
Calloway County, Murray ( two bands),
,
Caldwell County, Reidland, Heath,
Mayfield, and Lone Oak
Junior high and middle schools- Murray
Middle School ( two bands ), Benton Junior
High, North Marshall Junior High, Heath
Middle School, Caldwell County Junior
Azaleas were placed around the Confederate Memorial in the northeast part
High,
Trigg County, Middle School,
construction
of the Calloway County Court Yard. Charles McKinney, left,
Mayfield Middle School, Lone liak Middle
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the campus Farrell said the public is
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The senior citizens will meet again today
A gardening project for the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens was to pot 250 different seeds and plants. Mrs.
begun this week with the assistance of Rob Lamb and Howard Brandoh have
furnished lots near the housing project
several individuals and businesses
The senior citizens met at the .Calloway where the senior citizens of the project will
County High School greenhouse and maintain a community garden. The land
transplanted 500 tomato plants, donated by will be prepared by the housing authority
Mr. and Mrs. Purdom Lassiter Pots for under the supervision of Howard.
the transplanting were donated by the " Participants at Calloway High this week
included Thyra Crawford, Elizabeth
Yopp Seed Co.
With the assistance of Ted Howard, James, Lillie Farris, Ethel Walker, Ambie
ticulture instructor at Calloway High, the
potting soil was provided by the Murray
Housing Authority and the sand was
donated by the Murray Sand Co.

0. Vaughn, Treva Washer, Erma Lovett,
Verona Grogan, Pattie Harris, Alma
Cooper, L. D Miller, Ted HowArd, and
Carman Parks.
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Kenny Imes and Ed Overbey, both of
Murray, will vie for the nomination as
State Representative of the Fifth District
composed of Calloway and part of Trigg
County
Richard Wisenberger, Mayfield attorney, and Ronnie Jackson and Harry M.
Sparks of Calloway County will compete
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the sixth Democratic candidate for Commissioner of Agriculture when he filed
seven minutes before midnight.
Other Democrats who filed were Sue
Connor, Louisville, for superintendent of
public instruction and Kelly Thompson Jr.,
Bowling Green,for clerk of the court of appeals.
C. E. Cline,,Oliver Hill, filed and then
withdrew later as-a Deaseeratic candidata
for clerk of court of appeals.

Regents To
In Owensboro
Departing from a tradition of on-campus
meetings, the Murray State University
board of regents will conduct its regular
quarterly session in Owensboro Monday,
April 7, "as a symbol of the university's
regional commitment."
Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, university
president. said the 10-member governing
body has agreed to meet periodically in the
future in other West Kentucky cities as
further demonstration of that commitment.
Noting that the precedent is being
established "so that people can develop
closer contact with the university and its
programs designed to serve them- he said
the new concept will also enable board
members to get the feel of educational and
service needs Outside their home areas.
Scheduled at 9:30 a. m. in the conference
room on the 12th floor of Gabe's in
Owensboro, the Monday meeting has an
agenda calling for consideration of a 197576 budget, tenure policy and procedures,
the University School issue, a new Student
Government Association Constitution, two
physical plant resolutions, and recommendations for chairmanships.
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or cracked "
Hodges explained that a footing is a
pier's base and is usually wider than the
pier itself Its purpose being to distribute
the load over a greater area.
"Our current plans," said Hodges. "are
based on the assumption that the bridge's
shift of approximately six inches is a
settling action with no actual damage to
the footing itself
"If this is the case, after we have
pumped the water out and cleared the mud
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Brown, band director at Lambuth College.
Jackson, Term., will judge sight reading
Schools participating in the festival are:
High schools-Crittenden County,
Fulton City, Livingston Central. Lyon
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Ballard Memorial, Hancock County,
Calloway County, Murray two bands),
Caldwell County, Reldland, Heath,
Mayfield, and Lone Oak
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High, North Marshall Junior High, Heath
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NC PROJECT—The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens met at
ay County High School greenhouse to begin a gardening project this
isored by the Municipal Housing Authority, Calloway High Vocational
I class, senior citizens, and extension service.

Begin
Community Garden Plot
A gardening project for the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens was
begun this week with the assistance of
several individuals and businesses.
The senior citizens met at the Calloway
County High School greenhouse and
transplanted 500 tomato plants, donated by
Mr. and Mrs. Purdom Lassiter. Pots for
the transplanting were donated by the
Yopp Seed Co
county agent, and Carman Parks, horticulture instructor at Calloway High, the
potting soil was provided by the Murray
Housing Authority and the sand was
donated by the Murray Sand Co.

The senior citizens will meet again today
to pot 250 different seeds and plants Mrs.
Rob Lamb and Howard Brandon have
furnished lots near the housing project
where the senior citizens of the project will
maintain a community garden. The land
will be prepared by the housing authority
under the supervision of Howard.
Participants at Calloway High this week
included Thyra Crawford, Elizabeth
wast„Lillie rds,ElliaLiflalknAsabia
Willoughby, Hazel Ahart, Hazel Locke, W.
0. Vaughn, Treva Washer, Erma Lovett;
Verona Grogan,. Patlie Harris, Alma
Cooper, I. D Miller, Tad award, and
Carman Parks.
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the sixth Democratic candidate for Commissioner of Agriculture when he filed
seven minutes before midnight.
Other Democrats who filed. were Sue
Connor, Louisville, for superintendent of
public instruction and Kelly Thompson Jr.,
Bowling Green,for clerk of the court of appeals.
C. E. Cline, Oliver Hill, filed and then
withdrivi Tater as a Democratic candidate
fqr clerk of court of appeals.

Regents-To
Mt Monday
In Owensboro
Departing from a tradition of on-campus
meetings, the Murray State University
board of regents will conduct its regular
quarterly session in Owensboro Monday,
April 7, "as a symbol of the university's
regional commitment."
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, univerdty
president, said the 10-member governing
body has agreed to meet periodically in the
future in other West Kentucky cities as
further demonstration of that commitment.
Noting that the precedent is being
established "so that people can develop
closer contact with the university and its
programs designed to serve them" he said
the new concept will also enable board
members to get toe feel of educational and
service needs outside their home areas
Scheduled at 9:30a. m. in the conference
room on the 12th floor of Gabe's in
Owensboro, the Monday meeting has an
agenda calling for consideration of a 197576 budget, tenure policy and procedures,
the University School issue, 3 new Student
Government Association Constitution, two
physical plant resolutions, and recomniendations for chairmanships.

ReXcii,ROXBURY
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mud and debris from around the toottngs,
and then determine whether the failings
ahave settled or if they have been crushed
or cracked."
Hodges explained that a footing is a
pier's base and is usually wider than the
pier itself, Its purpose being to distribute
the load over a greater area.
"Our current plans," said Hodges, "are
based on the assumption that the bridge's
shift of approximately six inches is a
settling action with no actual damage to
the footing itself.
"If this is the case, after we have
pumped the water out and cleared the mud

Fair and Cald
Fair and cold tonight, low in the upper
teens to'midMs. Mostly sunny and warmer Friday, high in the low to upper 50s.
SatUiday mostly stinny and warmer
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Mt. Vernon ( Ind.) High School. Richard
Brown, band director at Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tenn, will judge sight reading
Schools participating in the festival are:
High schools—Crittenden County,
Fulton City, Livingston Central, Lyon
County, Marshall County, Trigg County,
Ballard Memorial, Hancon County,
Calloway County, Murray two bands),
Caldwell County, Reidland, Heath,
Mayfield, and Lone Oak.
Junior high and middle schools—Murray
Middle School two bands, Benton Junior
High, North Marshall Jimionllish, Heath`
Middle School, Caldwell Clourity Junior
Azaleas were placed around the Confederite A4emorial in the northeasi part
r4,4,uveirSchool,
ijkhitEgagu
if!
‘
tt
i
il
tibirmatama
s
Avi
ei
umbalw
Am.*
"4,0. "-aderfalaje
MiddI
foreman, and Calloway County Judge Robert 0.Miller, planted the azaleas. The
Reidland Middle School
and
School
United
-projed Was under the auspices of the J. N. Williams Chapter of the
The program is the fourth and final of a
Daughters of the Confederacy. UDC members in the pipture are, left to right:
series of music festivals held this spring on
Miss Maude Nance, Mn. Lois Sammons, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. John I.
the campus Farrell said the public is
•
Uvesay,Mrs Melvin.Cayce,and on the back tow,Mis.ltly_Munday.
invited to attend at no admission charge

sr:
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MG PROJECT—The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens met at
vay County High School greenhouse to begin a gardening project this
nsored by the Municipal Housing Authority, Calloway High Vocational
al dass, senior citizens, and extension service.

Senior Citizens Begin
Community Garden Plot
The senior citizens will meet again today
A gardening project for the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens was to pot 250 different seeds and plants. Mrs.
begun this week with the assistance of Rob Lamb and Howard Brandon have
furnished lots near the housing project
several individuals and businesses.
The senior citizens met at the Calloway where the senior citizens of the project will
County High School greenhouse and maintain a community garden. The land
transplanted 500 tomato plants, donated by will be prepared by the housing authority
Mr. and Mrs. Purdom Lassiter. Pots for tinder the supervision of Howard.
Participants at Calloway High this week
the transplantirk were donated by the
included Thyra Crawford,-Etizabeth
Yopp Seed Co
With the assistance of Ted Howard, James,Lillie Farris, Ethel Walker, Amble
—airtrallef,-11Br:—.icruktriermyernarrnutertortr .
eCitizify alent fincl raTm
ticulture instructor at Calloway High, the 0. Vaughn, Treva Washer, Erma Lovett,
potting soil was provided by the Murray Verona Grogan, Pattie Harris, Alma
Housing Authority and the sand was Cooper, L. D. Miller, Ted Howard. and
Carman Parke.
donated by the Murray Sand Co.
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RY
SCISSORS ATTACHMENT — Assistant fire Chief Clayton Gar4ind demonstrates
the scissors attachment donated to the Murray Fire Department by the Calloway
County fiscal Court. The attachment will allow the department's "Jaws of life" to
be used for cutting purposes too. The tool, donated by the Murray Woman's
Club, has been used several times in freeing accident victims from wrecked
Staff Photo by David Hill
automobiles.

Several late filings for Murray City
Council positions have increased the
number of candidates to 14 in the crowded
Ward B race. Nine persons have filed for
the Democratic nomination for council in
Ward A, according to County Court Clerk
Marvin Harris.
Six persons from each ward will be
nominated in the May 27 Democratic
primary. Republican candidate John
Neubauer will try to eliminate one of the
six nominated from Ward B in the
November general election. Wednesday,
was the last day for candidates to file for
election.
Candidates in the May Primary tram
Ward B are: Charlie McKenney, 1607
Catalina; Jerry Henry, 140 Vine; Carl R.
Miller, 713 Riley Ct.; William R. Furches,
604 Poplar; Roy A. Harmon, 1606
Sycamore; Gary Haverstock, 200 South
Sixth; Tom Perkins, 1001 South 16th; Tom
Rushing, 1401 Henry; Carroll F. Harrison,
503 South Seventh; Jerry L. Smith, 509
South 11th; Melvin B. Henley, 104 South
Ninth;_Woodrow Rickman.313 South 15th;
C. C. Lowry, 1010 Westgate; and Howard
B. Koenen, 1624 Sunset.
Candidates from Ward A are: Phillip
Tibbs,8L7 North 20th; Art Lee, 1316 Main;
Ruby D. Hale, 900 Coldwater Rd.; Billy
Balentinit 1700 Miller;. Dave Willis, 211
Spruce; H. Ed. Chrisman, 814 Worth 20th;
Loyd B. Arnold, 504 North Second; Buel
Stalls, 407 North Fifth; and Robert R.
Downs, 311 North Seventh;
Of the field, Henry, Furches, Rushing,
Henley, Koenen, Tibbs, Lee, Willis, and
Chrisman are incumbents. Fred Workman, who has served two terms as
councilman, Jo Crass, who is seeking the

WhOlesale Prices Decline For
Fourth-Straight Month In March

The report from the Labor Department
provided further indication of an easing in
the nation's inflationary rate. Although the
declines at wholesale have not been fully
reflected at the retail level, administration

•

rS

economists predict consumers can expect
further relief in the coming months.
The six-tenths of a per cent decline in
wholesale prices last month followed a
drop of eight-tenths in February and
marked the first time since Late 1966 that
wholesale prices had fallen four months in
a row. They were down five-tenths in December and three-tenthsin January.
Prices of farm products, processed foods
and feed declined 2.5 per cent last month.
This also marked the fourth drop in a row

Clark's River Bridge On
Ky. 121 Expected To Be
Reopened In Three Weeks
Kentucky Bureau of Highways District
One Engineer Bob Hodges announced
today that an engineering operation now
underway is expected to result in thee
reopening of the Clark's River Bridge
within three weeks. The recently damaged
bridge is located on Ky. 121, between
Murray and Mayfield.
Hodges said the high waters which
caused the damage and the subsequent
closing of the bridge on March 14, have
just now receded sufficiently to allow the
repair crews to get close enough to assess
the damage and begin repair operations.
The bridge is at present barricaded and
signs mark a detour around it as has been
.the case since its closing.
''The recent heavy rains have caused
strong currents in the river which have
undermined the footings of the bridge's
two piers," said Hodges.
"We now have pumps in the water next
to the footings and are removing the water
from around the footings. After the water
has been pumped out we will excavate the
mud and debris from around the footings,
and then determine whether the footings
have settled or if they have been crushed
or cracked."
Hodges explained that a footing is a
pier's base and is usually wider than the
pier itself. Its purpose being to distribute
the load over a greater area.
"Our current plans," said Hodges, "are
based on the assumption that the bridge's
shift of approximately six inches is a
settling action with no actual damage to
the footing Itself
"If this is the case, after we have
• pumped the water out and cleared the mud

Fair and.cold tonight, low in the upper
teens to mid 20s. Mostly sunny and warmer Friday, high in the low to upper 50s.
Saturday mostly sunny and warmer.
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Last Minute Filings
For City-Council To 24 Candidcites

•
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. WASHINGTON (AP) — Wholesale
prices declined in March for the fourth
consecutive month, dropping six-tenths of
a per cent as agricultural prices fell
sharply while industrial goods rose only
slightly, the government reported today.

15' Per Copy

away, we will pour an additional ring of
concrete around the footings which should
stabilize the piers.
"After the piers are stabilized, we will
level the bridge deck by adding additional
blacktop to the present surface," Hodges
explained
Hodges added that if cracked or crushed
footings are discovered the repair project
would be a more involved one and the job
might take as much as six weeks.
"However," concluded Hodges, "our
preliminary investigation leads us to
believe that the footings have only settled
and the 'engineering operation which is
underway should enable us to repair and
reopen the Clark's River Bridge within
three weeks."
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Azaleas were placed around the Confederate Memorial in the northeast part
of the Calloway County Court Yard. Charles McKinney, left, construction'
-;ftWernirrantl-faillsweretestentrindaritottert
piareteit-thimeakaspl
project was under the auspices of the J. N. Williams Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy. UDC members in the picture are, left to right,
Miss Maude Nance, Mrs. Lois Sammons, Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. John I.
•
LivesIty, Mrs. Metvin C.,ayce, and on the back sew,Mrs. Ray Monday.
•
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Regents To
Meet Monday
In Owensboro

Suspect Charged

In Armed Robbery
At Burger Queen

in that category. Industrial goods rose twotenths of a per cent in March,less than half
the five-tenths of a per cent increase in
each of the previous two months and the
smallest rise since December when those
prices did not increase at all.
Consumer prices in the three months ending in February have risen at an adjusted
annual rate of 8.1 per cent, compared to an
increase of 13 per cent during the previous
three month period.
Wholesale prices in the first quarter of
1975 have now declined at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of 6.7 per cent.
This contrasts with increases of 35.2 and
13.4 per cent in the third and fourth quarters of 1974,respectively.
Ford administration officials predict
that inflation will taper off to a rate of
about 6 or 7 per cent this year, down from
the 12.2 per cent rate in 1974. The declining
inflation rate has been due in part to the
recession, which has sharply curbed consumer demand.
Declines at wholesale generally resuhin
a falling or easing of consumer prices, but
are not always fully passed on at retail as
wholesalers and other middlemen try to
maintain or widen their profit margins.
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circuit court clerk's nomination, and Rex
Alexander, who has served three terms as
councilman are not seeking re-election.
Workman said this morning that he will
not seek re-election because he needs to
spend more time with his business, SettleVv'orkman store downtown. Workman is
manager of the local firm.
Workman, now in his second term on the
council, led the field in 1973, receiving the
most votes of the field of council candidates. He has served as mayor pro-tern
daring this term. of council.
Alexander is in his third term as

ReglotilBand
Festival To
Be Held Here
About 2,000 students from 24 high school
and junior high school bands in West
Kentucky will be on the campus of Murray
State University Friday and Saturday,
April 4-5, for the Regional Band Festival.
Richard W. Farrell, chairman of the
Murray State Department of Music and
festival manager, said schools will be
classified according to the level of music
they play in the program sponsored by the
Kentucky Music Educators Association.
Bands will begin playing at 4 p. m. April
4 and at 8 a. m. April 5 in Lovett
Auditorium. A panel of three judges, all
music educators, will rate the performances of the bands and a fourth judge
will evaluate sight reading.
Judges for band performance are:
William Sloan, band director at Huntsville
(Ala.) High School; Frank Kendeigh, band
director at Butler High School in Huntsville; and K. V. Bryant, band director arMt. Vernon ( Ind.) High School. Richard
Brown, band director at Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tenn., will judge sight reading.
Schools participating in the festival are:
High schools--Crittenden County,
Fulton City, Livingston Central, Lyon
County, Marshall County, Trigg County,
Ballard Memorial, Hancock County,
Calloway County, Murray (two bands),
Caldwell County, Reidland, Heath,
Mayfield; and Lone Oak
Junior high and middle schools- Murray
Middle School ( two bands), Benton Junior
High, North Marshall Junior High, Heath
Middle School, Caldwell County Junior
High, Trigg ,County, Middle School,
Lone Oak Middle
,arid Reidlara
The program is the fourth and final of a
series of music festivals held this spring on
the campus Farrell said the public is
charge
invited to attend at no admission
••

GARDENING PROJECT—The Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens met at
the Calloway County High School greenhouse to begin a gardening project this
week, sponsored by the Municipal Housing Authority, Calloway High Vocational
Agricultural class, senior citizens, and eidension service.

Senior Citizens Begin
Community Garden Plot
A gardening project for the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens was
begun this week with the assistance of
several individuals and businesses
The senior citizens met at the Calloway
County High School greenhouse and
transplanted 500 tomato plants, donated by
Mr and Mrs. Purdom Lassiter Pots for
the transplanting were donated by the
Yopp Seed Co
With ,tti assistance of Ted Howard,
ticulture instructor at Calloway High, the
potting soil was provided by the Murray
Housing Authority and the sand was
,,ortated by the Murray Sand Co.

The senior citizens will meet again today
to pot 250 different seeds and plants. Mrs.
Rob Lamb and Howard Brandon have
furnished lots near the housing project
where the senior citizens of the project will
maintain a community garden. The land
will be prepared by the housing authority
under the supervision of Howard. .
Participants at Calloway High this week
Included Thyra Crawford Elizabeth
James, Lillie Farris, Ethel Walker, Amble
Wiliouthyflazel.Allart,../lazelLockt W
0. Vaughn, Treva Washer, Erma Lovett,
Verona Grogan, Pattie Harris. Alma
Cooper, L. D. Miller, Ted Howard, and
Carman Parks.

_
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To Marry In May

Miss Harolyn Kay Ezell
Honored At Tea Shower

COMMUNITY
CALF NDAR
Thursday, April 3
Friday, April 4
Kirksey Bantiat Church
The Golden Age Club will
Women will meet aUstiven p.m. have a potluck luncheon at the
social-ha of the First United
Murray Women of the Moose Methodist Church at noon with
will meet at eight p.m._at the Mesdames Floy Caojelwell, Eva
Lodge Hall.
Sue Galloway, Calista Clanton,
..Frances Beach, Flora Ford,
and Mr. and Mrs. Roger
WMCF of the First Assembly Burgoyne as hostesses and host.
of God is scheduled to meet at
seven p.m. at the chikrch.
Military Bh11 for ROTC
Cadets and Dates will be held at
Senior Recital of Cathy the
MSU Student Union
Propst Benton, piano, Crystal
Ballroom at eight p.m.
City, Mo., will be at seven p.m.
-at the Recital Hall, Fine ArtsFirst Regional High School
Annex, MSU.
Band Festival will open at four
Auditorium,
She-Male Contest, sponsored p.m. at Lovett
bands expected.
MSU,
with
25
by Kappa Delta Sorority, will be
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU, at
Saturday, April 5
7:30 p.m. Advanced tickets are
Monthly Bridge for Couples
fifty cents and at the door 75
will be at Oaks Country Club at
cents.

_
—Ezell, April
MisiKarolyn ICay
5th bride-elect of Jan Paschall
Dalton, was the honoree at a
delightfully planned bridal tea
shower held on Sunday, March
9, at the Red Room of the
Holiday Inn.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mesdames Aggie
Lee Paschall, John Shroat, John
B. Watson, Wanda Nance,
Shannon Ellis, Bill Peery,
Modena Butterworth, Eddie

80-year. _bride's
postibte-pregnancy
disturbs doc
By_Abigail Van- Buren
• 1171104 Ctskago T ribuno• N Y Nom Brut, MO.

DEAR ABBY: My attention has been called to a recent
inquiry in your column by a newly remarried lady in her 80s
who wanted to know what the chances of her becoming
pregnant were at this time in her life. Your answer, that the
probability of conception was very remote, no doubt will
ease her mind.
Hoivevei, there are several cases in the medical tecordt=
_ •
worthy of mention. One was reported by Ripley in
School
High
Murray
Art exhibits of Barry JohnBELIEVE IT OR NOT some time in 1945: "An American
son, Murray, masters of art Celebration of Communication
Indian wometn, age 99, married a man, age 37. One year
show in photography, and will be held at Murray Middle _
later she gave birth to a son. She died at the age of 119,
- leaving a 19-year-old-son and a 56-year-old husband." .
exhibits from 1973 International School auditorium at
The second case involved a woman reported to have been
Certunii- s Symposium, will open
'65 years old who married a man about 80. A child was born at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Las Vegas Night dance will be
to this couple. It was reported in several leading American
Fine Arts Center, MSU,and run held at the Murray Country
newspapers.
through April 30.
Club from nine p.m. to one a.m.
These are rare cases, but they did happen. All women
with music by The Amusement
should be made aware that where there is life, there is hope.
Company. The charge is ten
MASSACHUSETTS M.D.
Concert by Trombone Choir, dollars per couple.
DEAR M.D.: If one is to take these "reports" seriously,
directed by Prof. Raymond
. then the only contraceptive.that is 100 per cent reliable la_
Conklin, will be at 8:15 pittut -Bake Sales will be from 9:30
"sulfa denial."
the Recital Hall, Pine Arts. a. m.to three p.m. at Roses and
First
Say-Rite,
by
spousored
Annex, MSU.
DEAR ABBY: Fifteen yeiFS- ago, my father died.
Presbyterian Church Women.
(Mother had died before 'him.) While he didn't leave a great
fortune, everything of value was divided evenly among my
two brothers, my sister and myself. The only thing we
couldn't- decide-on wait-what. to do with Dad's rare coin
collection.
As time was limited for us all to be together (we live in
different states) my oldest brother said, "If it's all right
Rocking Chair Theatres
753-3314
with the rest of you, I'll keep the coin collection until we
reach a decision as to what should be done with it." The rest
NOW
NOW
of us agreed, and nothing more was said or done about it.
Now, years later, my sister told me that she had once
brought up the subject of the coin collection to the brother
who had it, hinting that she would like to see it again, but he
didn't offer to show it to her. We've always been on good
terms with each other, but no one wanted to risk hurt
4eelings by bringing up the matter.
Now the brother who has the collection 'has a terminal
illness. He has only one child—and he is Adopted. Have we
waited too long in this matter to do anything? What do you
advise? The coin collection is worth several thousand
dollars, but of course a good family relationship is priceless.
What is your ,advice?
IN A QUANDARY

"MEL BROOKS'
COMIC
MASTERPIECE:'
_

DEAR IN: Much depends upon your brother's condition.
If he is at death's door, of course the matter of the coin
collection should not be brought up. But if he's reasonably
well, you might suggest either dividing the coins among the
four of you, or having them evaluated, and then if one
wanted to buy them all, he could pay the others for their
share.(P.S. Some wise person once said, "You aeser really
know a person until you have to share an inheritance with
him.")
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United Artists

[7:15,9:05+ 2:30 Sat.,Sun.

7:20,9:25 + 2:30 Sun.
r
frft•:%
, 0

Late Show Fri.-Sat.-11:40 p.m.
"Love Cycle"(X)18 or Over Only

•••

Ends Tonite
"The Towering inferno"(PG)7:30 Only

•Starts Tomorrow for 4 Weeks!•

ostiteStkts
t
110
\
0
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keter PorenTiliHold Organizetionol
Meetly Saidoy
The Calloway County Foster
Parents Association will hold an
orgainzational meeting Sunday,
April 6, at 2:30 p. m. at the
Bureau for Social Services
Office at 201 South fith Street.
All foster parents are urged to
attend. If there are any
questions, persons may direct
them to Ruth Daughaday at 7535362 or 753-4783.

Sat.-6:00, 9:30•Sun., Wed.-2:30,7:30
Mon., Tue., Thur., Fri.-7:30 Only

n RivenI

IIIRLEM
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,
e1TERS

Reserved Perf. TIcts. On Sale for Fri. la Sun. 7:30
and Sat. 6:00 Features. NO PASSES
•:0

"peamirgrWPM:V
MURRAY

Murray Cooperating

M.S.U.
Fieldhouse
April 15, 1975
7:30 p.m.

Tonite thru Sat.•
2 Suspense Pocked Thrillers!!

•

Kidshow

Couples Bridge
Planned; Oaks
Country Club

Sea office open 11130
314••• darts 1•00
•

Tickets on sa le t
•
Peoples Bonk
Bank of Murray
OTh
Dennison Hunt
Montgomery Word
The Oaks Country Club wilt
Tickets:
hold its monthly bridge for •
&talents 8t Childrea - $3.00 ,
couples..on Saturday, April 5.:at
C-Pnacal AdausatoaAdvits,-.••4— 7.30- pin at
the truthouse
*COO
fig
Reserved Seats -$5.00
Reservations should be made
Sponsored by Murray
no latir than Friday by calling
Calloway County Jaycees.
753-8537 after 5:30 p.m.

6f Wri

e Savage
• Wild
140-

SUSPENSE
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Depression glass
oil colors

Town-South
Antiques
642-4565
Hwy. 647 South and 695
soto*4:4P-corks. Tenn
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All DIAMONDS
REDUCED

Diamond

-

12
19
26

AIwmheisons!airounionCty
Center aURRSY
JEWELERSIoitrShopr'n
and M Manas Jewelers, Paducah

II

—Just To List A Few Items—
Remember This is Only A Partial Listing )

Wide Selections
New Shipments
Arriving Weekly

kbels

Washable knits of cotton
and man-made fibers such as
polyester, acrylic and nylon
--should be washed from four to
10 minutes in hot or warm
water. The water
and washing time depend onthe color and weight of the
fabric and how soiled it is.
Officials at the Murray
Check garment labels for deCooperating
Pre-School,
tails
located at Gleason Hall, North
12th Street, said applications
are now being taken for the
1975-76 school term.
Classes are held on Monday
Wednesday, and Friday with
the three year old group
meeting from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m
and the four year old group
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
For application forms and
further information, persons
may call Ha Brown at 753-6513
Saturday, April 5

I

Open 7:00 Start 7:30

Guests viewed the many
lovely gifts including the
hostesses' gift of a crock pot.
One hundred and ninety persons
called or sent gifts during the
hours of three to five p. m.

Birthstone

Specials For
The Diamond
Month
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BIRTHS

Pro-School Taking

EME=E1=11

MICHIGAN VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Gaston Neale
and Mr. and Mrs. Gary Neale
and son of Dearborn, Mich.,
were the Easter weekend guests
of their mother and grandmother, Mrs. Ballet Dunn.

Vickie Elaine Gamble

Yoi

Mastaira, Hugh Waldrop, Don
Curd, Wade Roberts, Sadie
Shoemaker, Ruth Parker,
Martin Young, and Joe Dalton. _
Receiving the guests with the
honoree, who wore an aqua
ensemble with a hostesses' gift
corsage of yellow roses, were
her mother, Mrs. Harold Ezell,
her- mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Frank Dalton, and the groomelect's grandmother, Mrs. H. C.
Paschall, who all had white
carnation corsages.
Mrs. Joe Dalton asked the
guests to sign the register at the
table centered with a long stem
yellow rose.
The color scheme was yellow
and white with the beautifully
appointed tea table being
centered with an arrangement
of spring flowers flanked by
yellow candles in silver candelabra.
White cake with yellow and
_green icing,' party open faced
sandwiches, and punch were
rvun
edents
from crystal apspeoin

Mr.and Mrs. Edmond Gamble of Murray Rotite Or* announcer
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Vickie Elaine, Ut Guy Thomas Ringstaff, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey T. Ringstaff of Benton Route Six.
Miss Gamble is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
i7irkland of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Clanon Gamble of Benton,
Mr. Ringstaff is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Guy BlartrieTand
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Thomas Ringstaff of Iuka.
vismtWitt
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School,
Dr. and Mrs. John T. Murattended Murray State University, and is presently employed at
dock and sons, Rick and Larry',
ale littr of Murray.'
and daughter, Cindy, of
Mr. Ringstaff is a graduate of North 1Wirshall High School and
Madison, Wisconsin, are
attended Murray State University. He is presently employed at
spending this week with their
the General Tire and Rubber Company, Mayfield.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
A Friday, May 9th wedding is being planned at seven p.m. at the
Murdock. and Mrs. John WorkColdwater Church of Christ with a reception to follow. All friends
Man.
and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

Check
The Murree
Ledger r0 Times

•%

Miss

DEAR ABBY: I am 16, and my wife of four months is 15.
GARRISON BOY
married her because she said she was pregnant. Sher- -- Me.and Mrs. Wayne Garrison
wasn't. Now she admits that she just said she was pregnant
of Murray Route Six are the
so I would marry her.
parents of a baby boy, Matthew
Because of our marriage, I had to quit school and get a
William, weighing seven pounds
job in a factory. I even had to borrow money from my
seven ounces,born on Saturday,
parents to make a down payment on a mobile home, This
February 22, at the Murrayreally hurt me because my parents are hard-working people
Calloway County Hospital.
who made a sacrifice to let me have the money.
They have two other sons,
I really was in love with the girl before we were married,
but every time rthink of the dirty trick she pulled on me,
Michael, age ten, and Mark, age
I'm turned off.
seven. The father is employed
I am thinking about divorce, and want your opinion.
at the Murray Division of the
STUCK IN S.D. Tappan Company, and the
mother is a substitute mail
DEAR STUCK: Granted, it was a dirty trick, but don't
carrier on Murray Route Three.
rush into a divorce unless you are positive that that is what
Grandparents are Mr. and
you want. In the meantime, do your part to make sure there
Mrs. Clifford Garrison and Mrs.
are no unwanted babies, or you'll really be stuck.
Dixie Wells of Murray and
Frank Wells of Southfield,
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Mich. Great grandparents are
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walters of
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Columbia, Tenn., and Mrs.
For Abby's new booldet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Gertie Wells of Murray Route
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, Three.
self-addressed, stamped (204) envelope.
.•

,Ceoltory-Fos
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VISIT IN ATLANTA
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Rose have
returned home after visiting
John Pocock and Miss Linda
Cullom at their homes in
Atlanta, Ga., and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Cullom at their home
in_Albany, Ga,_.

MINH

—SHRUBS—
Japanese Holly
-

—SHADE TREES—
Pin Oak
Sweet Gum

—EVERGREEN TREES—
Norway Spruce
White Spruce
Magnolia

ORINIMENTAL TREES
Dogwood (White-Pink-Cherokee Chief Red)
Flowering Crab Apple

Hwy.94 West

S
.

—
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Local Persons
At Seminar At

••

Ken-Bar Resort
A seminar conducted at KenBar Resort by the Dartnell
Institute of Management of
Chicago, was attended by
business women from Kentucky
and Illinois.
Approximately 425 career
women trent 14 Kentucky and
three Illinois eithe convened for
the special course sponsored by
the Paducah Kentucky Lake
Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association (International).
The featured panelists were
Mesdames Ethel Burge, E. Lee
Goodrich and Elaine Styles.
Attending from Murray
Calloway County Hospital were
Mrs. Pat Eberhardt, Secretary
to
Stuart
Poston,
Administrator; Mrs. Bobbie
Waters, Secretary to Mrs.
Nadine Turner, Director of
Nursing.
, The seminar was_ Gtled
"Personality Plus!" and the
three speakers delivered an
educational, yet entertaining
and inspiring program.

Look in the section in which SAGITTARIUS
your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
what your outlook is, according
A new contact could be exto the stars.
ceedingly important to your
ARIES
frof:4 career aims. Activity increases
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) '
In areas where you have
• Watch your budget now. Don't recentI5, been stymied.
go beyond limits until a pending CAPRICORN
financial matter is definitely (Dec. n to Jan. 20) /4
settled. Some new angles could
Don't commit yourself to an
delay matters,
inflexible program. Unforeseen
TAURUS
bea
.." circumstances will demand
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
alterations—which could be
Neither be extravagant in an better in the long rim.
effort to impress others nor fall AQUARIUS
for any ostentatiousness dis- ( Jan. 21 to Fe6. 19)
played for your benefit. ConYou find now that your
centrate on the REAL!
creative urges are demanding
GEMINI
1W'some new form of expression.
May 22 to June 21)
Don't smother the feelings. Try
Be sensibly cautious in that new avenue.
making investments (of time PISCES
OR money)—but not anxious. ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Emphasize the Geminian's
A fine day for teamwork.
. innate . good. judgment and Many useful ideaaireikresult
foresight.
from an exchange of vie,with
CANCER
associates. Some good news
(June 22 to Jtily4'
3)
indicated in the p.m.
Early a.m. 'will hold some
,
restrictions,- with all effort
YOU BORN- TODAY are
seeming futile. Be patient: The extremely active, both mentally
hours after noon will see an and physically. You are amuptrend in all your endeavors. bitious and a hard worker but,
LEO
_O A—re in striving for your goals, you
(July 24 to Aug. 23) wfirMrk often -go off on tangents imNot a good day in which to pulsively, thus negating preMr. and Mrs. Bill Zambella
start new ventures. Stick to vious efforts. Much self.
and son, Tony, of Muldraugh
routine insofar as possible and mastery is needed here—
were unable to attend the anpostpone the extracurricular especially in controlling a toonual
Easter dinner in Murray of
until early next week. •
lively imagination as well as the
her family due to Mr. ZaznVIRGO
emotions. Tendencies toward
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
selfishness should also be belle's recent illness
Members of the family inTake a dignified approach to curbed before you can fully
all problems. In personal realize all of your potentials— stead gathered together and
relationships, there may he and they are many! Extremely travelled to Muldraugh to be
some differences to recognize, -versatile, there are many fielde----• with the zahtheile family.
cope with.
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
open to you and, properly
LIBRA
-1-.6v educated, of course, you couid--It—t. Sinn*, Mr. and Mrs.
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
—" make a highly successful artist, Ralph Morris, Rickey Overbey;
Correct errors or flaws in musician, educator, politician - Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Outland,
your program as soon as you or sculptor. If you choose Ronnie Outland, Mr. and Mrs.
note them. You are keen, so business as a career, manufac- Jimmy Overbey and son,
they won't be hard to detect. turing would be your best bet. Jimmy, Jr., and Mrs. Marell
Don't be overly cautious and Birthdate of: Arthur Murray, Morris, all of Murray, Mr. and
lose advantages, however,
dance instructor.
Mrs. Larry Overbey, Lesa and
SCORPIO
Tammy,of Hazel, Mr. and Mrs.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) IneeVg' A coffee treat
L. C. Price ef Elizabethtown,
Not everything may run as
Mr. and Mt*, Ray Outland of
combinaCafe
au
brit
is
a
have
the
anticipated, but you
Clarksville-, Tenn., Randy
tion of equal parts of hot coftalent for prudent pushing and
fee and hot milk. If desired, a
Outland of Fort Campbell, Mr.
also for waiting out results, so
light spicing of cinnamon,
and
Mrs. Jessie Outland of Oak
day should wind up satisfacground doves or all spice
Grove.
torily.
may be added

_
'miles Here Visit
In Zembello Home

wpk,

The Murray
Ledger it Times

Lee-Olie Limiter Circle lies Nesting At The Wilson Home
The March meeting of the
United
Shepherd
Good
Methodist Women, Lee-Ohs
Lassiter Circle, was held in the
home of Janice Wilson, New
Concord, with Dianne Moore,
chairman, presiding.
Announcement was made of
the missionary, Dr Phyllis
-Corbitt, who will speak at the
church on Sunday, April 6, at
2:30 p. m.
Plans were made for the
"Cleaning Day" at the church
kitchen on March 25 when the
women met to clean and restock
the kitchen of supplies needed.
Dianne Moore presented the
program on "Create and
Recreate," reading from

Rev. John Churciiwell, minister of the Dexter-Haran,
Palestine, and Olive United Methodist Churches, was recently presented with a Certificate of Appreciation by lambuth
College, Jackson, Tenn. The special certificate was signed by
Spence Dupree;chairman of the board of Trustees, and j.
Wilder, Jr., president of the college..

Matthew 24:31-46. Each of the Leads," by Dale Evans.
members also read variatis .Each Orson was asked to
irripture,and Betty Poole read share her crafts such as quilts,
from the book, "Where He crochet afghans, sewing garments, canning, and macrame
The meeting was closed with
prayer by Mrs. Moore.
The hostess, Janice Wilson,
servied refreshments to Judy
VISIT HERE
Wilson, Ann
Dr. William E. Collie and Rogers, Loretta
Marsh, Vida
daughter, Paige, of Dayton, Sympson, Jeri
Moore, Betty
Ohio, spent part of their spring McClure, Dianne
Roberts.
Phyllis
Poole,
and
vacation with
parents and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
When drip-dry cottons which
C. Collie. Mrs. William E. Collie
accompanied a group of her cannot be bleached become yelFrench students on a tour of lowed, soak garment in one
whicf,
France during the spring quart of warm water to
teaspoon of baking soda tie
one
vacation week.
been added. --

-it tPERSONALS

Open Frida”

(WeliFridaye

Unt118 p. m.

Until8 p. m.

Calico- Carryall
..And ssenttâ1sj.

SREQET'S
Round-the-Clock'
SPRING - 1975
Limited Time Only!
STYLES Sin., & Sondotfoot anti
Tummy Control R. Support panty/tote also knoinkli Stockings,

Regular 1 2.5. NOW 95. o pair Or
6 po.r,for 5.70
Regular I 75, NOW 1.35•poi*. of
6 poi, for 8.10
Regular 2 50, NOW 1.95 o pOir
6 pc' for 11.70
Regular 3 00, NOW 2.25 o 'air or
6 pair for 13 50
Retwlpf 4.0%,4110W 3.50 o poi; or
6 pa,for 2700
--Aiegolor 5-85, MOW 4.50 o fau OE
6 po., for 27 00.

CONTENTS: Creamy Cleansing Lotion,
Mild Skin Lotion, Viva Super Masque,
r, InUnder Make-Up Protein Mo
terlude Perfumed

MURRAY

lion City
Paducah
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Beach Mates•Cole Of Califo

In•Dippers•High Tide•Top Drawers•Daffy•Rose Marie Reid•Sirena•Elisabeth Stewart
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Edit,ruils and opinitlested articles on this page are presented for
the ourpuse of provide,* forum for the free exchange of differing
opinions letters to the editor in response to edsionaLs and
opinionated articles are encouraged.
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to lima
opinionated articles to only dose which parrallel the editorial
Ouluouphy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
tberefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
" the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
issue being discusaed.
with their feelings on
4

Statewide Candidates

THE BUREAUCRATS

King Faisal's Assassination
ApparentlyA Family Affair' —

FRANKFORT, Ky. (API - Here is a
complete list of republicans and democrats who filed for statewide offices in
this year's elections:
1.(11 VRVIR

a

DEMOCRAT: Robert McCreary Johnson, Louisville; Todd Hollenbach, Louisville. Mary Louise Foust, Shelbyville; Julian Carroll, West Paducah. •
REPUBLICAN: Granville Thomas, London; Tommy Klein, Louisville; Robert E.
Gable, Stearns; Elmer Begley Jr., Hyden.

My columns last month dealing with the
loss of my London Fog topcoat prompted
Shirley Winters to send me a sympathy
card. Shirley's husband, Ken, is one of the
professors in industry and technology at

The assassination of Saudi Arabia's
King Faisal the other day apparently was
a family affair. It reminded me of a
slaying which took place in Harlan County
Murray State.
some years ago when I was editing the
She knows the feeling, Shirley wrote.
Harlan Daily Enterprise.
Seems she had a brand new "Misty
There were these two brothers, both in
Harbor" raincoat, a woman's coat of about
their early 40's, who lived with their aging
the same quality as a man's London Fog,
parents. One Saturday night, the two
and
someone "exchanged- it for her the
brothers had been out making all the
first week she had it. And, of all places, it
honky tonks and come home much on the
happened at church. The one left in its
tipsy side.
place was two sizes too small.
Settling down in the family kitchen in the
"I had waited aiong time for that coat,"
resumed
morning,
they
the
hours
of
wee
she wrote,"only to have someone get it the
their_drinking An argument resulted, and
the.
the first thing they knew they were in--- —rirsiweek I hail. But lime
wound."
volved in a knock-down-and-drag-out fight,
It's a shame Shirley isn't qualified for
during which one of them grabbed a
membership in the Murray Rotary Club! I
butcher knife and 'stabbed illeethee.- to.
• guess I owe her a sympathy card!
death.
++++
The next day, Sunday, I went by the
I read somewhere the other day about a
funeral home where Bill Hensley, the
funeral director, and Henry SkidmoreTtM— fellow in New York City known as "Slim
Goodbody" who wears his heart on the
coroner, filled me in with all the details.
With exception of a warrant and an arrest, outside. Also his lungs, kidneys, liver and
I pretty well had my story for the Monday stomach. In fact, all of his vital organs are
painted on a special suit which he puts on
paper.
Monday morning on my usual news beat and wears as part of a lesson on proper
-Which wasTust -health care for children.
through -the courthouse,
Goodbody is actually John Burstein of a
across the street from the Enterprise

By
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By M. C. Garrott
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cello; Lyle Willis, Corbin; Thomas N.
Ward, Versailles; Thelma L Stovall, of
Louisville;
L Sullivan, Henderson; Wayne T. Rutherford, Stielbiana;
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By The Associated Press
Red Wings drubbed the WashReports of the Atlanta ington Capitals 8-3. The Kansas
Flames' demise have been City-at-Chicago game was postgreatly exaggerated ... so far. poned because of a snowstorm
The Flames kept flickering and rescheduled for tonight.
Wednesday night with a 3-0
Atlanta's Bouchard- turned
tory over the Toronto Maple back every Toronto threat as
Leafs on goals by Rey Comeau, the Maple Leafs outshot the
Torn Lysiak and Tim Eccles- --Flames 45-30, including a 26-7
tone and Dan Bouchard's shut- —edge in the third period.
out goaltending.
Canucks 3, Seals 0
Vancouver goalie Ken LockThe triumph left the Flames ett
recorded his second shutout
three points behind the second- in
two nights, both over Califorplace New York Islanders and
nia. Lockett was momentarily
two in back of the New York stunned
with 7:46 left in the
Rangers._ The Flames who
game after being checked by
would have been eliminated
Len Frig, but recovered latinhad they lost, meet the ish his
shutout.
Rangers Friday night in AtVancouver has one game relanta after the Rangers play in maining and leads Division 2
Philadelphia Thursday night.
by four points over St. Louis,
which has two games left. ChiElsewhere, the Vancouver
cago is six points behind with
Canucks blanked the California
Seals 3-0, the Los Angeles three to go.
Kings 5, Blues 2
Kings downed the St. Louis
Frank St. Marseille scored
Blues 5-2, the Montreal Canatwo goals, Mike- Murphy- NTT
diens routed the Pittsburgh
Gene Carr had one apiece and
Penguins 6-0 and the Detroit
goalie Gary Edwards sparkled
4LIAQUi3
in the -nets as the eicontingent paced Los Angeles' •
victory over the Shies.
VANCOUVER ( AP)
Bill
Canadiens 6, Penguins 0
McFAvenT----a- member of the
the-B'ntistr--GMY.tw and 5/i've
board ordirectors at
scored six seconds apart to
Columbia Lyons, was named
start a five-goal second-period
president of the Canadian FootMontreal barrage. Guy LapWednesday.
ball League
ointe boosted Montreal's lead to
He sueceeds Wes- Munsie, 3-0
before the period was two
past president for four years
minutes old and Mario Trembwho will serve
"trite chairlay and Bob Gainey completed
man of a newly appointed manthe five-goaLburst as the Canaagement committee. McEwen
diens tied the idle BUffalo...,Sais currently president of the
bres at 109 points, most in the
Sports Federation of Canada,
NHL. Both teams have two
the umbrella body of amateur
games remaining.
- sportRed Wings 8, Capitals 3
_
•
Detroit's Danny Grant scored
COLLEGE BASKETBALL . his 49th and 50th goals and beLOS ANGELES - Gene Bar- came the second player in the
tow of Illinois was named to history of the Red Wings to
take over as basketball coach reach the 50-goal plateau. Mickat UCLA, replacing_ legendary ey Redmond scored 51 last seaJohn Wooden who retired -after son and 52 the year before. It
guiding the school to its 10th was the hapless Capitals' 38th
national collzeiate title.
road defeat in 39 games.

—

JOLTING JACK - Second-baseman Jack Perconte of the 'Breds takes rip at a pitch against Purdue. Perconte, a junior from Joliet, Ill., is batting .426 for the season.

took an early 10-4 lead and nev- 15 fourth-quarter points and finBy The Associated Press
-The- Kentucky-Colonels and, .er trailed. By losing, the-4s,hed!.* n 13 the Stars subNetv York Nets trade opponents Squires set an ABA -record for --OW an-Indiana-rally.-Indiana
tonight and the expectation is fewest Victories in a season — trailed 78-63 late in the third
period but outscored the Stars
they will then meet each other 15.
14-4 to get back in the game.
—Thrtaters-4eek--a-9141Iliml__
Nets 119r
- --Sounds 97
Both clubs are on the l road
Meanwhile, Julius Erving's 26 early in the final quarter and
tonight — the Colonels at'Memphi, the Nets at Virginia. If points led a balanced New York stayed close until the
they both win — or if they both attack against Memphis. The minutes.
Ron Boone scored 21 for Utah
lose -- there will be „a one- Nets fell behind 9-4 but took the
,Eakins and Randy
game playoff at Loutsville,Fri- lead for good 1543 on. Larry...MO
day night _to settle the Ameri- Kenon's jump shot midway Denton added 20 and 19, respeccan Basketball Association's through _ the opening period. tively. Billy Knight led the PacEastern Division championship. 'New York rapidly pulled away ers with 25 while George
and opened a 60-38 spread on McGinnis scored 24.
The streaking Colonels won Brian Taylor's lay-up 13 sec- Spirits 134, Conquistadors 110
their eighth straight game al- °rids before halftime,
St. Louis scored a league
though they Were held- to- their
'record i6 consecutive pointi
second lowest point total of the
Lewis pumped m 27
Kenen and John
year. Nevertheless, it was good 'added 17
points apiece while- Points to lead the Spirits and
enough to defeat Virginia for Taylor and Mike Gale had 16 extend San Diego's losing
the 11th straight time this seaand Willie Sojourner 12. Stew st:eak to 10 games despite a
son.
Johnson and Tom Owens had 17 career-high 24 points by rookie
The Colonels were led by Ted
forward Scott English. The preapiece to lead Memphis.
McClain with 17 rigints while
vious record was 18 consecutive
Mike Jackson of Virginia led
Stars 119, Pacers 112
points'by Indiana against San
all scorers with 25. Kentucky
Utah's John Roche pumped in Antonio in December 1973.

By The Associated Press -Los Angeles 9-5 and Pittsburgh- - -Steve BusbY's pitching and a
two-run homer by Hal McRae
National League hitters, ,be blanked Detroit 8-0.
to
on guard' Bob Gibson says he's
Pitchers Jerry Reuss and led the Kansas City Royals
White
Chicago
over
the
victory
ready.
Sam McDowell limited Detroit
-Yeah, I'm ready for the sea- to just one hit as the Pittsburgh sox:
Rick Monday smashed two
son," said the veteran right- Pirates handed the Tigers their
home runs and Steve Garvey
bander, who will pitch the base- second consecutive shutout.
Chicago
ball opener for the St. Louis
Hank Aaron slammed his had one, leading the
Angeles
Cardinals next Monday.
first home run of the spring Cubs over the Los
Brig
John
teammates
"I'm always ready," he said. and
"Sometimes the hitting isn't and Gorman Thomas also hornA strong seven-inning stint by
quite sharp. And, when I lose a ered to power Milwaukee past Doc Medich broke a four-game
few close games, tbey say I'm San D
o.by
oie
bigts
losing streak for New York and
net ready."
•
GaYkrAtterri•-ik lifted the Yankees over UV.
The Cardinals' winn
" ingest seven innings led Cleveland as Texas Rangers. Medich lowaland. ered his spring earned run avpitcher, who says he's retiring the Indians scalped Ok
after this, his 16th full season Perry allowed only singles by erage to 0.77.
in the majors, warmed up for Bert Campaneris in the first inCincinnati clipped Montreal
the opener-by limiting Hou.ston ning and Joe Ruth in the fourth
when
Larry Parrish doubled
.
to just six hits in an exhibition while Jehn Ellis was the hitting
with one nut.in the eighth, then
game Wednesday. But he gave star with three runs batted in scored on Tony Scott's triple
up two runs in the third inning on two singles and a double.
Montreal rookie Gary Carter
and was charged with the 2-1
Grand slam home runs by
hit
a thre"'Up homer and
rookie
defeat.
veteran 011ie Brown and
Rivera had a solo blast
Bombo
-You pitch differently" when Alan Bannister in successive inwhile Johnny Bench slammed a
over
phis
Plarladel
the season begins, the 39-year- flings rallied
-run home run for the Reds
two
old ibson explained.
Boston. Tony Conigliaro, makIn other games Wednesday, ing a comeback after being out
Gary Thomasson's homer and
, years, batted single highlighted two three-run
Kansas City defeated the Chi- of baseball for 31
cago White Sox 5-2, the Netr—in four runs with a double and rallies to lift -San Francisco
York Yankees downed-Texas 6- a three-run homer.
over California.
2, Baltimore edged Atlanta 14
Don Baylor scored on Tim
GENERAL . . .
Philadelphia out-slugged Boston Nordbrook's suicide squeeze in
LINCOLNVILLE, Kan. —
13-10, Montreal nipped Cincin- the 12th inning as Baltimore
nati 6-5, Cleveland crushed edged Atlanta. Baylor had Chuck Garrett, an assistant
Oakland 11-3, Milwaukee reached base on an error, stole basketball coach at Kansas
stopped San Diego 5-1, San second and moved to third on. State University, was killed in
Francisco whipped California 6- an infield grounder before Nor- a three-car collision at the age
of 32.
4, the Chicago Cubs downed dbrook brought hint home.
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- Thoroughbreds: Going Against Odds
Is there a limit wtp.haw far they Pin go?
.No, there isn't
Even Johnny Reagan.has been awed thus
far by his Murray State Thoroughbreds' incredible season.
Yesterday at Reagan Field, the 'Breds won
two more-games, running their win string to
22 and leaving them with an unbelievable 29-1
record.
What makes the team click?
It's called character.
Everybody on the team helps everybody
else. They refuse to accept defeat, knowing
that sooner or later, if they are behind in a
game, they'll score some runs and catch up.
When somebody makes an error that lets a
run score for the other team or when
somebody pops up with the bases loaded, he
comes back to-thedugout and knows-he's not
being talked about behind his back.
Nobody ever criticizes fellow players on the
team. It's a deep respect the players have for
each other, a deep sense of pride in themselves and a deep since of respect and appreciation of Reagan.
In a pre-season poll, Murray State was
ranked 29th in the nation. They will probably
move up into the top 10 or 15 before the year is
over. But it's going to be tough.

So you have to feel sorry for the guys
Because they have everything going against
them, except for their pride, talent and
tradition.
I don't like to crusade in the newspaper. But
I would urge everyone who is a sports fan to
simply do this: Write letters to the editor of
the newspapers of your choice, contact
President Curris and show your support for
our spring sports program.
„Unless the people get involved atitratarat
up, our spring sports program is going to be
dead.
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Red Sox To Open Season Wit
Court Case Staring At Them

0

•

•

Globetrotter Tickets
We're doing something different this week.
Instead of the free meal at Rudy's, we're
going to have some free tickets for the
Harlem Globetrotters' April_15 appearance in
Murray.
Here's the way it will work:
Today and then again next week, we'll have
a question. For the first adult to call with the
correct answer, a free ticket is in store. And
for the first student to call in with the right
answer, another free ticket is awaiting.
One person can't call for both tickets. I'll
take only a student winner and an adult
winner.
The Murray Ledger & Times and Rudy's
are purchasing the tickets for the contest.
Winners of the contest may pick up the
tickets at Rudy's, after being certified as the
winner.
Here's the question for the first contest:
Who was the first person ever to be chosen as
a basketball All-American at the University
of Kentucky?
I want the name of the persoktfiatihe year
in which he played. -The time to call will be at 5 p.m. Friday.
The number is 753-6977. So if you think you
kraal?, and you are the first to call, you'll win a
Globetrotter ticket.
And remember, the students must call, the
parents can't call in for the student.
•

THE CHAMP AND GEESE - Harlem Globetrotter star Geese
Ausbie (left) is joined at a recent Globetrotter game by
heavyweight champion Muhammad All. Ausbie will be in the Murray
State fietdhoase on Aprit 13' when the Globetrotters make a visit,
sponsored by the Privrray-Callowcrf County Jaycees.

Geese Ausbie: From
Oklahoma To 'Trotters

By DICK BRAUDE
black player when infielder
Piunpsie Green joined the club
Associated Press Writer
BOSTON (AP) — The Boston in 1959.
Commissioner
Red Sox will open the 1975
MCAD
baseball season with a land- Douglas Sherer, heading the inmark discrimination case pend- vestigation, said the original
ing against them.
complaints were initiated by
to inforIt stems from two hiring dis- the state "in response
number of
crimina Lion complaints initiated ma Lion from a
declined to
against the American League—murees." But he
sources.
those
klentify
team in March 1974 by the Officials at the agency said
Commission
Massachusetts
Wednesday that no resolution is
Against Discrimination.
MCAD's invesState officials have said it is in sight and the
Sherer
continuing.
is
tigation
the first discrimination case of
received low
its kind brought against a pro- said the case has
priority because it is comfessional sports team.
and time-consuming
One complaint alleges that plicated
severely tax the
would
arid
the Red Sox have discriminated
staff if the
limited
MCAD's
against minorities in the hiring
were pursued on a
of managers and coaches. The complaints
basis.
second complaint alleges dis- daily
He also said it is not uncomcrimination in team hiring of a
broad range of other jobs, such mon for the agency to move
as ushers and groundskeepers. slowly on alleged violations
The Red Sox- were the last that "seem to have a broad immajor league team to field a pact," such as the Red Sox'

case
-We re understaffed and other cases take priority," Sherer
said. "When there's a case in(discrimination
volving
against) a man with a wife and
five kids at home you want to
resolve that first."
He said it would be at least
two or three months betere the
MCAD decides if it can prove
its allegations. If the agency
thinks it has a sound case, Sherer said, it will seek a hiring
agreement with the Red Sox.
If no agreement can be
worked out, the MCAD then
would have to call public hearings which eventually could result in a hiring order.
A spokesman for the team at
its Winter Haven, Fla., spring
training headquarters said any
statement on the case would
have to come from Red Sox
Dick
Manager
General
O'Connell, who was unu'va{Iable
for comment Wednesday.

Oklahoma is that south- the school yard of Crescent,
western state romanticized by Oklahoma.
If you are ever in the neighRodgers and Hammerstein for
Ndt because of the caliber of competition orthe Broadway stage and whose borhood, take that drive along
anything of that sort. But because of the lack
people of the _thirties were Oklahoma Highway 74; don't
of publicity.
poignantly Portrayed by John turn off at Guthrie, continue
I'm convinced Arizona State or Southern
Steiribeck in the "Grapes of along to Crescent. There is
Cal can not be any better than Murray. The
where you learn the most about
_Wrath."
13reds are hitting .340 as a team, they have a
The state of Oklahoma, whose a man like Geese Ausbie. That's
rock-solid defense, good pitching and power.
name comes from the Choctaw where it all began.
They have all the ingredients of a super
Indians and means "red
team, one that will someday be a nationallypeople", is as much a state of
- Itreiwn poWerhoufe.
mind as anything else: If you
And yet all the time, they are playing with a
visit the largest city, Oklahoma
horrible shadow hanging over them.
City, and drive on state highway
They know they will undoubtedly lose three
74 into Logan County resisting
scholarships. It's cut and dried. And it just
TIR1111
KELLY...SPRINGFIELD
the temptation to follow the
might be possible that baseball could be
signs to Guthrie, you will come
eliminated altogether by the OVC.
to the small town of Crescent.
There is nothing very special
about Crescent, except that
something that makes any
community special. . . the
people. Crescent is the
hometown of Geese Ausbie of
the Harlem Globetrotters, who
will be at the MSU Fieldhouse
on April 15. Crescent is where
Ausbie began what is now a
fabled career in sports and
entertainment.
By The Associated Press
passing the 4,986 amassed by abled Boston to turn back BufIn this state whose name
Hello, Detroit; goodbye, Mil- Walter Dukes in six seasons.
falo. The Celtics were nursing means "red people", a young
SuperSonlcs 99, Kings 96
waukee.
an 87-86 lead with 2:57 remain- black kid from one of its
That's the latest National
Seattle's Spencer Haywood ing when Cowens hit a basket smallest towns made sports
Basketball Association playoff scored 25 points, including two and
Jim history. He was the first black
matched
then
news following the Detroit Pis- clinching free throws with 1:13 McMillian's two free throws.
youngster to play American
tons' 97-89 victory over the Chi- left to play. The Kings' Nate
baseball, pitching
Legion
basa
scored
Havlicek
John
cago Bulls Wednesday night. Archibald also had 25 points.
one after
no-hitters,
several
ket and Lee Winfield hit two
The triumph clinched a wild- KC-Omaha thus remained two
for Buffalo, then winning a track meet that
throws
free
cord berth for Detroit in the games behind Chicago in the
Cowens came back with the morning, and receiving several
Western Conference — they will Midwest Division.
offers
basket that put the Celtics professional baseball
meet Seattle in the first round
school.
high
in
still
while
Bullets 112, Rockets 85
ahead by five points.
— while eliminating the MilIt was also in Crescent Geese
Elvin Hayes scored 33 points
waukee Bucks — finalists last
spectacular
Bob McAdoo paced the began
his
and grabbed 14 rebounds as the
season — from playoff conBullets boosted their record to Braves with 25 points while basketball career, setting state
tention.
58-21 and maintained their half- Cowens and Havlicek shared tournament scoring records
Elsewhere, the Seattle Supergame edge over Boston in the scoring honors for Boston with that still stand. Crescent was
Sonics shaded the Kansas Citywhere Geese Ausbie grew in
race for the best record in the 23 points each.
Omaha Kings 99-96, the Wash106
Lakers
108,
Suns
special small town atthat
NBA. The Celtics host the Bulington Bullets routed the HousGary Melchionni's 13-foot mosphere that has bred so
lets Friday night.
ton Rockets 112-85, the Boston
shot with four seconds remain- many of our most beloved
baft,
The Bullets also set a club ing gave Phoenix its triumph. humorists and entertainers.
Celtics edged the Buffalo
Braves 95-92 and the Phoenix record for victories in one sea- Each team has two games to
Geese Ausbie is a super
Suns nipped the Los Angeles son, surpassing their 57-25 play. Los Angeles is 30-50 while basketball talent. He's also an
mark in 1968-69. The loss Phoenix is 32-48. The last-place energetic, will-o-the-wisp court
Lakers 108-106.
G78 x 14
E78 x 14
B78 x 13
Detroit used Bob Lanier's 26 dropped Houston's final record finisher in the Pacific Division jester with the Magicians of
G78 x 15
F78 x 14
points and a balanced attack to to 41-41 and the Rockets must will take part in the coin flip Basketball. He is everywhere
C78 x 14
defeat Chicago. Curtis Rowe wait until 39-40 New York and against the Atlanta Hawks for and then he's nowhere. In the
and Howard Porter added 18 39-41 Cleveland complete their the first draft choice.
course of a game he's doing the
points each, with Porter com- seasons to see if they qualify
unbelievable with a basketball,
Cazzie Russell of Los Angeles then in the stands assisting a
ing off the bench in the first for the playoffs.
points
led all scorers with 27
Celtics 95, Braves 92
quarter. Lanier grabbed seven
vendor with his wares or joining
Dave Cowens' six-point burst while Charlie Scott had 25 and some spectators to watch a little
rebounds to become Detroit's
Phoenix.
for
24
all-time leading rebounder, sur- in the last three minutes en- Mike Bantam
of the game, providing a special
H78 x 14
one-one-one contact with his
H78 x 15
iktt$
riii
audience.
Geese is one of the stars of the
t L78 x 15
.
taiNt
VOICIVIrs
Harlem Globetrotters highly
with trade
successful television series,
W11111
••
1.84-3.11
"The Harlem Globetrotters
F.E.T.
All Tire4Prices Plus
more
aS
1l
Popcorn Machine." He has
appeared in many television
- I Heavy Duty
tWile4
O
By Goitrlich
H•ovy Duty
specials, most recently with
MUFFLER SALE
Burt Bacharach in a top rated
SHOCKS
$1995
show eminating from London
,
In Stock Numbers
He has toured the world for
at
S•t of 4-Installed
the past nine years with the
Installed
Harlem Globetrotters. He is
A.r• . ' teXtairta
know on the streets of more
Front End
BRAKE OVERHAUL
cities than you can count Yet,
-41attleorPas
•Re,Line oIl 4 whe•lp
ALIGNMENT
he is still that guy from
.Turn Drums •Arc
1..nIngs •Add
Crescent, Oklahoma.
Clean Front Whett
If you catch him for a moment
bearings
$1095
of conversation, he'll answer
the questions you ask, but more
Limited supply of tickets on sale at Buckingham-Ray, Murray and Hunthan likely he'll turn the conversation around to you, your
ts Athletic Good in Mayfield. Price '3.00
job, your family and expresses
*Transmission, differential oil check
interest of a long lost brother
'Price includes oil and labor
Geese is a man, warm and
wonderful. He's an entertainer,
'Complete Chassis tube
laughable and likeable. He's a
•Phone for Appointment(hiciolke to S (its. of o41)
super basketball talent, undeniably. With all of this, he's
seldom far from those values
•
.7 •
:
_
t
learned on the playgrounds and

Hello- Pistons, Bye To
Bucks For Playoff Spot

'14

Fi

EWING TIRE

01AL
telliASE
-PLY POLY
4
WHITEWALLS

CHECK YOUR SIZE
CHECK YOUR PRICE

•
•••

2195* $2T5

University of Fentucky
Wildcats Seniors
VS.
Marathon Oil

$ 952

3

Paducah Tilghman Gymnasium
Paducah, Ky.
Saturday, April 19
8:00 p.m.

UK Seniors
Kevin Grevey
Tye-fife
Bob GCJimmy Dan Conners
Mike Flynn •
JertrHeie—
G.4: . r.nith

•
.

Marathon Oil
Mike Casey
Larry Stamper
Mike.Praft
ScotV Roesler
John Adams
Jim LeMoster
Pat Doyle - Coach

••

$4995

Lube and Oil Change
$349

BOWLING . . .
MILWAUKEE — Lefty Dave
per game, for a 13-pin lead
over Earl Anthony after 12
qualifying games in the $80,000
PRA Milwaukee Open Bowling
Inernament.

For Fast
In The
Field
Service
Call...

A

-

•

EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 Coldwater Rood • Near 5 Points
Phone 753-3164
Saturday 7 30 4 00
Hours. Mon thru fro. 130-5:30

/

•tt
.;

13:
A
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were d
good de
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coach
had slip
That
and We
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naming
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selectic
Chance
"I re
one of
coache
teachei
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please(
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forwan
great l•
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th
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d and °thy," Sherer
a case inimination
a wife and
want to
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t iRecord And Goes
6ts_iste—k
lievable 29-1 For Season

In doubt. Because _after they:
ovijffe fence in leftcenter the hut" the second man who fried
pulled out the first contest,
the
at
at that, the crowd roared to its scoring liras cut down
knew there was no way
'Breds
way
the
all
throw
a
on
plate
suddenly
feet and Murray
deprived of the new- •
be
they'd
by
White.
left
from
trailed only 7-4.
most consecutive
for
record
Picked up by the great
Terry Brown then walked,
wins.
then
Derrington
play,
fielding
David Hughes reached on a
Rick McKecugh, a hardsingle and then Don Walker, fanned the next hitter and
lefthander who had
throwing
run
one
only
with
escaped
who belted six hits on the day,
two years in a
Murray
defeated
Murray
ripped a two-run single and being scored and
for Providence.
started
row,
home
the
into
going
8-6
trailed
Purdue led Murray 7-6.
But McKeough, who fanned 15
Freshman southpaw Greg half of the sixth.
last year in outclueling
men
inning,
previous
the
like
Just
but
Cruse started on the mound
Oliver 2-1, ran into
Randy
when
out
men
two
were
was removed in the fourth there
control problems in the opening
final
their
began
'Breds
the
of
burden
frame. And the
inning and walked the first
stopping Purdue fell on the push to victory.
With Ftichie White still on first three men.
shoulders of Evansville senior
A costly pickoff attempt at
a walk, the 'Breds got new
after
Don Derrington, who had never
base gave Murray their
second
i
Siemanowsk
pitched a game before for life when John
• the first run then singles by Brown
fill
to
walked
WUrth
-and
Murray State.
and Perconte sent in two more
In the top of the sixth inning, sacks and again the crowd
and the 'Breds had a 3-0 lead in
Then in the second contest, it Purdue put their first three men began to roar.
the first inning.
two-run
a
belted
then
Brown
was almost anti-climatic as on base. Then after a pop out,
Providence scored two runs in
Murray pounded Providence 9-3 -Purdue got iron-scoring single single and suddenly, after being
down by six runs at one point, the third off Browiiiiiladded
in a non-chalant fashion to,grab _
another tally in the fifth.
•
the 'Breda were tied at 8-8.
their 22nd straight win of the
Meanwhile, Murray scored a
Johnny
fox,
sly
the
Enter
season and set a new mark.
run in the thircUvro in
single
Reagan.
The old record of 21 wins in
the fourth and fifth
of
each
on
count
one
and
one
a
With
a
1963
by
in
set
succession was
added a lone tally in
and
frames
ds
-,'Bre
the
Hughes,
David
team which wound up 27-4 for
pulled off one of the most ex- the sixth.
the season. With the two wins at
The 'Breds are scheduled to
citing plays in baseball. Brown
Reagan Field Wednesday, the
Purdue a twinbill today
play
was on first and the speedy
'Breds'are now 29-1 for the year.
then ..on Friday, Murray will
" '•
third.
on
Wurth
t*ry large and noisy crowd
Brown took off for second, got face Providence and Purdue.
sat nervously through the first
Saturday., Murray... will. boat....
in a rundown and then
ea*igM
game, Viiifn and waiting fof"
Kentucky to a twinbill
Western
down
the line.
Wurth streaked
.1,
the 'Breds to mount a rally.
Brown and and then on Monday, the 'Brads
ignored
then
Purdue
And then in the fifth inning, it
tried to get Wurth at home but will journey to Carbondale to happened. And from that point
DOWN IN HISTORY — Terry Brown (left) and Don Derrington (right) will go down in history at Murray State as being the two men who
the former St. Mary star easily face the Salukis of Southern
picked up the record-tying and record-breaking wins for the Thoresrghbreds Weaseedisf, The win 'mikes &awn 2-0 for the year while_ en, nothing—eould- atop ,
beat the throw'and Murray led Illinois'UnlVertIty.
confident and fever-pitched
Derrington, pitching for the first time ever at Murray, is now 1-0.
SON
__
94.
- (Stuff Phitisiy
'bah
"We figured we'd let Hughes
r
The bottom of the fifth started
2 1take a rip at it and then after he White-If
4 2 1
Perconte-2h
with catcher Mike Cathey
got the first strike, I felt we Siernanowski-rf
2 .1 1
drawing a walk and then left2 2 2
Wurth-u
delayed
the
use
might be able to
1
3
Brown-3b
fielder Richie White reached on
steal and surprise them."
2 2
4
Hughes-d
a walk. Jack Perconte then hit a
4 0 3
Walker-II!
It worked.
4 0 0
Sirns-dh
grounder that forced White at
Hughes then followed by catary-c,
2 I 0
John
then
and
second
77 II io
Totali
reaching on an error and
0
610-2
321
020
Siernanowski flied out for the
Walker pounded another hit,
001 055 x 11-10 2
a ".second out of the inning.
sending in two more runs and
%awl Gem
And with the pressure on,
giving Murray an 11-8 lead.
'Inds
college
r
14-yea
a
holds
diana,
shortsteady
the
field
2:2
Wurth,
of
21
Leon
made
coach
Bill
a
Walton
get
ab r h
Thus the Bruins
In the top of the seventh,
By DAN BERGER
He
229-140.
2 1 0
of
record
coaching
White-1f
the
to
came
'Breds,
the
of
stop
goal
64the
attempts.
than
younger
years
20
and
on
men
two
Derrington had
2 1 0
AP Sports Writer
Pe rconte-3b
this past plate. Wurth stepped into a beltIllinois
at
8-18
was
would
3 0
0
he
is
who
said
man
also
a
Wooden
Wooden,
the tying run at the plate with so.roanowsinet.
LOS ANGELES (AP) — year-old
un4 0 2
was
school
the
Wurth-ss
but
ball
season,
the
drilled
could,
he
arid
way
any
fastball
Bartow
e
high
help
conservativ
as
just
retired
he
reportedly
However
out.
one
0 2
ho4
a
just
in
Chatting with reporters
Brown-p
der NCAA probation for re2 2 1
he were asked.
two men and picked up ru4s..cr
next
the
tel room in 1973, UCLA Athletic as was church deacon Wooden; but only if
Walker-lb
Bartow was released from cruiting violations incurred by
4234 0 0
his first mound decision ever at
Director J.D. Morgan calmly a man who dresses in business
the previous coach.
his
4 1 1
fiveof
years
four
last
from
the
game
Mantooth-lb
the
teaches
suits,
Murray.
mentioned that he liked the
2699
..
Totals
at Illinois He
Game
Second
010 0 3-7-2
002
Providence
way Memphis State's basket- the ground up, stresses defense year contract
will
Bartow
Morgan said
301 221 x 9-9-1
had become the Mini coach
Murray St
and likes to fast break.
The second game was never
ball team played.
at choose his own assistants but
seasons
four
successful
a
after
of
that
almost
is
image
The
He said Memphis players
for players he inherits three reMemphis State.
Bruce
State's
Murray
were disciplined and played younger Wooden, some say.
That's easy
turning starters from the most
choice
strong
a
was
Bartow
Gary Cunningham, Wooden's
a red hot 70 on a
Douglas
fired
good defense and he added that
including
team,
W000den
recent
from the mojob
UCLA
the
for
himself
took
who
assistant
1
No.
to
•••
riddle
cold rainy day last week,
he liked the Memphis 3tate
the job ment Wooden announced last the most valuable player in the share individual honors with
coach ... but that his name out of contention for
tourNCAA
concluded
recently
some time ago, said, "Gene is Saturday he was retiring. The
University of Kentucky's Carter
had slipped Morgan's mind.
an announcement came after the nament,6-foot-9 Richard Wash- Mathies in the University of
and
person
outstanding
an
Bartow
Gene
was
That name
UCLA is Bruins had beaten Louisville 75- ington. Also back are 6-5 Mar- Kentucky Invitational Golf
and Wednesday afternoon Mor- outstanding coach and
I know 74 in overtime in the NCAA ques Johnson and -6-2 Andre Tournament in Lexington.
him.
for
place
dribbling
gan officially ended the John a great
McCarter. An early season
the semifinal game at San Diego.
over
Two Wins
J.D.
impressed
Gets
has
he
Wooden era of basketball by
Drollinger,
placed
As a team, Murray
Bartow, who also coached at starter, 7-1 Ralph
type of person
naming Bartow as the new years with the
M.S.U. Fieltlhouse
second in the 14-team field,
CHICAGO (AP) — Keith_AdValparaiso University in In- also returns.
is."
he
coach
of
type
the
and
the
said
Bruin coach. Morgan
eight shots behind winning U. K. dison of Australia posted two
April 15, 1975
teleby
contacted
Wooden,
selection was approved by
wins and one third in four
resiAngeles
the
Lou
his
at
7:30 p.m.
phone
back
came
Racers
The
Young.
E.
Chancellor Charles
ip races at Albion
what
Peeples Book
next day to finish seventh, championsh
"I regard Gene Bartow as dence, said he also likes
Park Wednesday and leads an
the
Bartow.
Beek el Wormy
of
in
seen
he's
field
19-team
a
among
on
Tickets
outstanding
sale
at
nation's
the
one of
field'of eight drival
internation
Doomsee Nowt
team
my
time
Richmond
only
"The
at
Classic
Colonel
coaches who is a fine, proven
Montgomery Word
round
the NCAA
with a team score of 401. Host ers following the opening
teacher of the sport of basket- played his was for
Harness Tracks of Amerthe
of
thought
I
372.
1973.
in
with
sef
ip
event
78
championsh
the
won
final
&
Eastern
scored
in
twice
Students
$300
the
2,11dren
am
ball," said Morgan. "I
By The Associated Pr._ss
ica's six-part world driving
oached
General Admission Adults - $4410
onds to defeat the Minnesota
pleased to welcome him as our he had a very well-c
The Quebec Nordiques had
Once again, Douglas paced championship.
Reserved Seats - $5.00
well
very
he's
know
I
and
Wednesday
team
Fighting
5-3
Saints
look
and
new basketball coach
something going for them —
Sponsored by Murray Calloway County
the Racers with an 18-hole 75
34
ed
accumulat
Addison
"
profession,
in
the
in
of
place
thought
night and clinch first
Jaycees
forward to him continuing the
first place
that was good enough to place points. Second with 26 points
the Canadian Division of :he him fifth, individually.
3-0, the Nordiques
great heritage of UCLA basket- Wooden said.
Behind
ZeaNew
of
was Peter Wolfden
proceeds going to
UCLA won the game 87-66 as
World Hockey Association
ball."
scholarships and
Buddy Hewitt's golfers are land, followed by Shelly
"We were kind of loose from
with 24
istritable causes
clinching the playoff spot now preparing for the Chris Goudreau of Canada
take
will
round
next
The
points.
giate
against Edmonton Tuesday Schenkle Intercolle
Harold
night," said Nordiques Coach Championships in Statesboro, place Friday night at
WRICH nif NNW 008010/191t/!MOM 1111101111. sanscese on CM iv
Australia.
Sydney,
in
Park
we
25-27.
April
Ga.,
Jean-Guy Gendron. "But
didn't quit after falling behind

um-

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It was 7-1 in favor of Purduc
and Murray State was coming
to bat for the home half of the
fifth.
And as the 'Breds trotted in
from the field, something
suddenly happened in the
dugout.
Their string of 20 consecutive
victories on the line, the 'Breds
suddenly exploded with verbal
shouts of encouragement for
each other. And suddenly, the
bats began exploding, the
'Breds mounted an almost
unbelievable comeback and
wound up taking an 11-8 win.

Gene Bartow Selected To
Fill John Wooden's Shoes

=

Racer Golfers
Get Good Start

'Here's a

What has

the Fabulous

HARLEM GLOBE-

10 legs and TROTTERS.and
has been they're here IN
PERSotifj
for 13
years?

Nordiques Score Twice
Late To Clinch First

tzl

EARS PIERCED

FREE
With the Purchase of One Pair of

14 KT. GOLD BALL

EARRINGS
$low
Three Size Earrings to

Pick from

WE WILL HAVE

MISS HODGES
In Our Store

Fran Huck, Mike Antonovich
and Mike Walton tallied for
Minnesota.
In the only other WHA games
played Wednesday, Houston
nipped Cleveland 7-6 and Vancouver stopped Winnepeg 6-4
Aeros 7, Crusaders 6
Houston held a 5-1 lead shortly after the second period began before Cleveland tied it up
on goals by Al McDonough,
Terry Holbrook, Ron Ward and
Jim Harrison.
Then Don Larway scored 12
minutes into the third period
and Mark Howe tallied two
minutes later to give the Aeros
a 7-5 lead before Harri.9011
scored his second goal of the
night in the final minute
Blazers 6, Jets 4
Danny Lawson scored three
goals to propel Vancouver over
Winnipeg. The loss left the Jets
four points away from a playoff
wild-card berth with just three
games remaining.
Lawson tallied to goats in
the opening period, then Larry
Israelson scored twice in less
than a minute in the second Pe- .
riod to give licouver 1 4-0
16,7anTprirtY1P----Arai—margin to 4-2, Don Burgess and
Lawson retaliated to again Pill
the Blazers in front , by four
goals, 6-2

PARKER FORD,Inc.
'Spring Service Special'
EXPIRES APRIL 30th -

ENGINE TUNE-UP
$324°
Fours,sixes and solid state ignition
EVEN IESS
Installation of 8 Autolite spark plugs, Motorcraft point
set, Motorcraft condenser,and Bitlabor

AIR CONDITIONER
SERVICE
$95°
tighten fitClean condenser (ins, adjust drive belts,
extrk, if
-tings and check systetn Or leaks Refrigerant

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT
$105°
Check and adjust caster, camber, and Vie-m. truck_
3lightly higher.)

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
SERVICE
$570
Test starter circuit, test battery, add water if
necessary. inspect and clean battery terxninals, test
voltage regulator and alternator output,check and adtuarall-elrtee beat —

Phone 753-5273

701 Main Street
k
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-Total Of 47 Candidakl-file , Code Of Ethics-for White_
For Student Government Posts Prepared
.

• -

FRANKFORT, Ky. TAP) Leadinaham said someone self-determination to votes as to_ academic scale_
Mayfield,
Givens,
Citizens would be able W stele - living in a $25,000 home there
David O'Daniel,
Boeschel, Louisville,
whether or not we
on whether to be annexed into and with a three-year-old car
and Jim White, Morganfield, Hillerman, Chester,
annexed."
_
---- a city and before local zoninfuTwoukf be paying s120 more a
are ctaShing for the SGA's vice Marsha Porter, Henderson, -- WASHINGTIDN(AP)---Preslei
conduct
White
House changes could be made, under year in taxes and would get no
of
presidency with both having
Guenthner said politicianson
Larry rs'i°3me. Frankfort, and -gent Ford hat had a new ethic- staffers, but that many portions two proposals approved by an
services. He said his fire insurmei the 2.50 emulative average Michael Wynn,
Murray.
for
a
drawn
up
White
fiscal court often overrule
Kevii, anu al code
the
Buckley,
Kerry
vague
interim
were
and
legislative
it
had
subcom- ance would not even cost less
to be
--- -of
11
•
requIrethent.
House employes and they have rewritten
recommendations of profesmittee.
- - Students in the top these
because
•
were
water lines
too
The SGA secretary's race:- Mark Graham, Florissant, MO; been asked to attend 90-minute
The subcommittee agreed small and fire stations were too sional planners and at other
classes will have an opportunity fists Anne Erwin of Murray-.are meeting for the president'a briefing sessions to assure they - ---"Everyone is terribly contimes the people-affected differ
Wednesday to .send the propos- far away.
to vote either in tlieliarry Lee and Tim Lanford, Hickman, _ position of the junior class, understand it.
•cerned about this, given what als on to
with the planners. In either
its
parent
Interim
WatertiercT Stade:fir -Union meeting one_another while the.... while
"The day may come when
Stephens,
Brian
The eight-page code spells 'we've gone through in the last Committee on counties and
he said,-the majority of
case,
Spe- annexation is of equal benefit
Building or in the lobby of Hart incumbent SGA treasurer, Tim Louisville, and Betty Veatch,
out ethical concepts and legal three years," Jones said in a cial Districts with
should be allowed to
people
the
favorable
*Hall men's dormitory between Taylor, Fulton, is running Clinton, are fighting for the restrictions in such areas as reference to the
too both of us," he said. "But,
Watergate recommendations.
changes they do
any
such
block
the hours of 9 a. m. and 6:30 p. without opposition for re- secretary's title. Bill Briggs, conflicts of interests, accept- scandal.
in any event, we would like to
not like.
One
would
require
a
vote
by
m. daily. Freshman elections election.
have the democratic right of
Louisville and Cathy Brooks, ance of gifts, political activities
Discussing the code that ex- the people on a proposed zoning
are always a separate event on
Jeff Green, Hickman, is one Grover, Mo., are running alone and contact with regulatory
isted during the administration change if requested by a peticampus.
of nine candidates who are for the vice-president and agencies.
of President Richard M. Nixon, tion signed by 25 per cent of
Campaigning for the 31 runnieg unopposed and is treasurer's positions of thy
After the code and a packet Jones said, "A
lot wasn't made the number of citizens voting in _
positions open for next semester seeking the presidency of the class, respectively.
of federal statutes were dis- of it. We've tried
to bring it the last election in the precinct
has already begun with the senior class. George Partridge,
Five students are meeting for tributed to White House emmost affected. The election"
more to staffers' attention."
action expected to increase Anna, Ill., and James Heady, the four junior representative
ployes, staffers were asked to
would be held in that precinct
rapidly as candidates vie for the Morganfield, are competing
Habecker, attend one of several 90-minute
Trina
spots:
Richard B. Cheney, Rurns--tight to represent their fellow for the vice-presidency of that Washington,
Kim Mayo, briefings initiated by chief of feld's lop assistant, said, "The and all those contiguous to it.
If the majority of those votstudents in the SGA.
class.
Milan, Term., Larry Lockhart, staff Donald Rumsfeld and the point was to explain to them
Three persons are seeking to
The two remaining senior Murray,Evelyn Seaton, Calvert White House counsel's office, the importance of conduct, the ing in the election approved the
zoning change, the legislative
succeed present SGA President hopefuls, Joyce Newcome, City, and Beth Baxter, OwenRumsfeld has spoken at some importance of how they handle body involved
could approve it
Eugene Roberts of Mayfield: Lacenter, and Richard Stanley, sboro.
themselves vis-a-xis the departof the briefings,
Fayte- Brewer of Murray;_-iberuciucith,--grer-Tunning for
The sophomore clasS features - Most of the 600 White Irouse --riieheind'Agenciesand -private - but wanki..not have to. If the
majority of votes opposed it, no
Dickens, a native of Louisville, secretary and treasurer, the most unopposed candidates
-TTstaffers have attended one of citizens, to caution them'about such zoning
ordinance could be
and Cathy Cole, a Paris, Term. respectively, and are- without seeking top positions with Ed
the briefings, JeTTY Jones staff_ problems of conflicts of inter- adopted for at least another
native. All three are seniors and opposition.
Miller, Riverside, N. J., assistant-to Ford, said. Another' est, the importance of filing fitwo years.
have met the SGA requirements
Six individuals are seeking- Eleanor Mills, Guston, and
briefing will Pe., held far Abe nancial statements and the fact
!fox*-eta proposed zoning' of having at least a 2.50 the four senior representative Karen Miller, Columbus, Ohio,
monkey's
--that the
on their back - -change also
rest, about 100,-he said.
would have to tie
cumlative average on a 4.00 seats on the SGA: Steve W. running
president,
for
Jones said that there has al- to see that they're in corn- given in the newspaper
with the
Ladies
secretary, and treasurer, ways been a written standard pliance."
largest circulation in the area
respectively. Only Steve Dages,
and on a durable sign with the
Louisville, and Mark Hardin,
words "zoning change" in letOwensboro, have a true race as
ters
at least three inches high.
both are seeking the viceReg. 26.99& 28.99
Now, notice is required only by
presidency.
mailing
a
letter
to
adjoining
Exactly twice the number of
property owners and by posting
candidates have filed for the
a
piece.of paper on the properrepresentative
our
seats
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands 'acceptance or rejection of the ty involved.
SGA from the sophomore class 1AP - The
International Ades was due in Amsterdam by
The other bill would require a
than will be elected. The Chess Federation awarded
Bob- midnight Tuesday, but FIDE vote of landowners in the area
_hopefuls in the most contested by Fischer's world chess
crown president Max Euwe of the Involved if a jury found, upon a
race of the field include: to the young Soviet
grand- Netherlands extended the dead- hearing that more than 50 per
Sherrie Riggs, Louisville, master Aatoly.
•Karpov by line for _24...hours on the slight
egory Todd,Henderson;Noet default today after Fischer chance that the eccentric cent of them objected to it. An-nexation would not be allowed
Hudson,:.0wensboro, 'Cynthia failed- to send word he
would American would not pass up his if a majority of such citizens
ugg, Wingti, Karen Gordon, play the Russian
challenger un- chance to win $3,175,000. How- subsequently voted against it.
Benton, Quinton Fannin, der rules voted
by the feder- ever, Euwe announced WednesThe annexation bill was reMurray, Cathy Hancock, ation.
day that if the second deadline quested by Dr. James C. LeadLouisville, and Clay Wells,
Paris, Tenn.
The action by FIDE ( Feder- passed and Fischer did not ac- ingham, who lives in an area
Hopkinsville.
ation Internationale des _Ech- cept, the title would go to Kar- which Ashland is proposing too
Graduate students will have a ecs
was expected. Fischer's Pov.
annex.
choice of four candidates from
which to select their three
representatives to the SGA.
Those who have filed include:
Adedoyin Sonaike, Covington,
Dan Anderson, Madisonville,
Wayne Burnette, Paducah, and
Sharon Wynn, Murray.
Forty-seven total candidates
have filed for office in the annual Student Government
Association elections at Murray
State University which will be
held on Wed and Thur., April 9-

OffSe-.Stilif--MKOS

Friday Evening
Special
6:00 p.m. to 8:00_ p.m. Only

Entire Stock
Deliso Shoes

Chess Crown-ON-en
Soviet By_pefault

Choose the Kenmore Washer aid
- Dryer that best fifs—your spàiil

99,0

2 Hours 014

Barnett's Shoes

SAVE $60

on this 53-in.
or 58-in. wide
Laundry Pair
26724601N-29-in. Washer-232 lbs.
26114601N-24—in. Wosher-2131bs.
26164601N-29—in. Dryer —148 lbs.

• 5 cycles iodide tilt/delicate
setting
Wink eater level
•
• Skid dispeosers
o .5 ossifies with . rinse
lespetafere cosirol
• Sall -cleaning list filter
• Colors IS more

Large Capacity

WASHER
Woo S259.95

$229n
26PF24501N-231 lbs.

DRYER
Was S191.95

$ I 64'!
04mOrk

26PF64501 N-148 lb':
fabric Master with Wrinkle.
6arde

ise pent list saws
Esd-ol-cytts steed -Satoh ilser svitcb
Cokes SS sons

(JY NOW . . . these prices expire-Mee S
Prir.-e Are

C,atales Priam

• Shipping, installation Extra

Birthstone

Specials For

o ./

Month

piamond

r

The course is one of a series
offered during the spring by the
Center
for
Continuing
Education as part of the adult
education community service
program at Murray State.
Additional information
regarding enrollment may be
obtained by contacting the
Center
for
Continuing
Education, Administration
Building,
Murray
State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071,
(telephone 762-4159).

in ppiL

.,.........,&•,

u-

, w.-_-_-___,

t,

6 oz. Size
Reg. 97'

Reg. $16
'
32 oz. Size

_14 oz. Size
Reg. 27'

49 oz. Size
Reg. $12'

67. 99. 19 99.
(
Rose Bushes

Masculine Gents

99 . . . i.2__LL
, ..
_

!/('‘

Yeur
$
Choice

Loy Away Now
Popular Oval
For Father's Day
Di•••••ds Simhtly g.lorg•d so She. Organ! DOtwil
.......milimmms•w-

fames Ky. Cluster
.

V
27 .

24c

ALL DIAMONDS
REDUCED
20 to so..

, SUN. .MON.I TUES. WED.'THURS.( FRI. _. SAT.
0..vp.c.
5 _.
- .
,-,
CLUSTER
1 .13 _

Bonus Pack
18 Sticks
Reg. 294

.

—

6

Shop Roses For These "Spring Cleaning Specials

The fee for the two sessions
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Room
108 of the Carr Health Building
on the campus is only $1, according to Dr. Donald E. Jones,
dean of continuing education at
Murray State.
He said instruction during the
two sessions will cover safety on
board, rules of the road, boat
handling, and related subjects
pertaining to boating on Kentucky and Barkley Lakes and
area waters.

rip 4,

The Diamond

Inside House Care or Outside Yard Care
Central Shopping Center
9-9 Daily 1-6 Sunday

With summer and the boating
season drawing near, one of the
features of the spring semester
Life and Learning series offered
at Murray State University is a
boating safety course for
women.
To meet twice, Monday April
7 and Monday April 14, the
course entitled "U. S. Coast
Guard Anxiliery for First mates
Only" will be taught by instructors from the U. S. Coast
Guard Auxiliary.

Automatic Fabric Master with
Wrinkle 6sard
End of-cycle signal
Handy tell-width door
2-poton fabric settles
Top motto lint screen
Colors 15 more
sr.

• 4 cycles iodide keit /delicate
tattle,
• 5 fast. /rinse temperatures
• 3 water levels
• Bleach aid suite doseeeteit
• Colors IS we

Boating Safety
Course _Slated
For Fairer Sex

ViP\t/

MICH/LSON'S
Open Late Friday

_

19
26

Mulch or
Decorator Chips

All
Trees

All
Trees

I Cubic Feet

Geraniums

JEWELERS Bel-Air Shopping Center MURRAY
ichelson'S Cairo, Union City and
Also M. Mahas Jewelers, Paducah

'
-mi

I)

•

OM!til

Subcommittee Favors Measure To
_
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The Hungry Bear Restaurant is for people who
have a "hungry bear" appetite. Family owned and
operated, the Hungry Bear has a large menu that
offers a wide variety of delicious meals for you-and
your family.
Specializing in omelettes, the Hungry Bear
makes omelettes to order, there is no end to the
possible different kinds. This is also true for breakfast — again made to order.

•

The Hungry Bear also features its Bar-Be-Que.
Delicious plate lunches are also available anytime.
In weekly specialse there are usually four to five
meats to choose from and seven to ten different
vegetables to select from.
The Hungry Bear invites you and your family to
dine with them. The bears are well fed but there is
plenty of delicious food awaiting you.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111P •

zw.4.
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00

Trenholm's
1206 Chestnut 753-2997
Best Pivas in Kentucky Boneless Catfish
Famous Henny Penny Chicken

The Hungry Bear
Pancake & Barbeque House

Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing
Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners

Delicious Omelets

1409 Main St. 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Ham & Cheese - Bacon Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

%
• 411111111111111111M11111111111011111111111111E011111111111111111111illifillffillil
Remember!

•
For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood

Eat Out
This Week

10 a.m. 11 p.m.

•-••-4011A--eallise4okt-ereJeatQNA4Zit3.
we

_

• ''s,c
••••••••

753 4419

641 North

Fine Italian & American Foods
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
PARIS, TENN.

753-4141

Open 7 Days A Week - 4 p.

GRECIAN STEAK
HOUSE

MitimeA
Extra Thick
Marinated Steaks

Highway 641 North

Murray
There's more to

753-7199
Mayfield

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks

at Burger Chef

.11.4144.14AE.

Seafood

Chicken

Sandwiches
_Ch_us:kytraapn

—

-
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Realtors Help Make Country Better Place To Live
(igatees-Note: This is the development of skills InL1be.,4-Ay8tem, the board plans to
fifth in _a_ series 01 Articles. vocational._ trades. ____Tbe..1ponsor a home building
Involvement project. It has arranged to
dealing with Real Estate. Vocational
Specific questions should be prograra'a Scholarship Fund purchase a lot in a subdivision
directed to a member of the promotes opportunities in the where a home now is being built
Murray-Calloway County Board crafts and trades by offering by the area's young men and
financial assistance and helping women.
of Realtors.)
Other boards have:
The job of a Realtor? It's to youths gain work experience.
Working with the school
--Purchased tree seedlings
assist people in the buying and
_—
selling of homes. But irs Many
and
one
of them
more things,
simply is to make America a
•
better place in which to live.
Realtors are getting involved
in community affairs, working
to upgrade neighborhoods,
helping with career education
and in the fight against crime.
All these and many more are
part of the National Association
of Realtors Make America
Better Program which was
initiated in 1968. Since then,
there have been thousands of
Troop 45, Murray, was among the 525 hikers who recently participated in the Fort Henry Hike projects designed to improve
Day held in the southern portion of Land Between The Lakes. Pictured 1.r. are David Holland, the quality of life in America.
An anti-crime program
Greg Schanbackir, David Honchul, Greg Morton; second row David Mikelick, Kent Eversmeyer,
Tim RobertIon, Harry Fannin, and Mark.Curininghain..-11se. hike was sponsored.by NCHA,TVA, sponsored by the Phoenix Board
the Murray Good Sam Club,and the Boy and Girl kout Councils in Kentucky and Tennessee. of Realtors had the cooperation
Hikers from Kentucky,-Teinitissee, Texas and Illinois participated. Land Between The Lakes is and enthusiastic support of the
police department and the
TVA's 170,000-acre public outdoor recreation area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
mayor. The program, called
"Block Watch," was designed
to stimulate citizen involvement
A
by making them more aware of
ways to protect their homes and
themselves.
In a kit distributed by the
Phoenix Realtors were pamphlets on how to help in the
prevention of crime, selffor
women,
protection
WASHINGTON.AARA.r.e.With.—The .Pentagon has conttn- the chartered aircraft carrying "Operation - IdentificatIOn," '57 Vietnamese orphan children gency plans,t6 use military air- them will be paid for by the preventing car theft, a vacation
already in the United States lifts to evacuate refugees, but U.S. Agency for International check liSt and burglary
and another 2,000 to arrive in these plans would be put into Development.
prevention.
the next few days, government effet only at the request of the
Daniel Parker, administrator._ In
Massachusetts, the
tate DeparAnt, officials- of the agency, said Wednesday Plymouth County Board of
officials are considering plans
for what could become a mas-''said.
+
. =
that $2 million has been made ...Realtors _ is encouraging the
As a unique .trans-Pacific available for the purpose.
i sive evacuation of one
- _ meriy_ flight by__ a chartered.. - Several- airlines ..have in-7 refugees from Saigon.
Pecan, inlay top, burl trim Reg 5389
Officials are reluctan,t u talk World Airways jetliner carry- dicated they will make planes
about the subject, apparently ing 57 Vietnamese orphalli available for the orphan flights.
for fear of adding to the tense reached Oakland, Calif., early A spokesman for Pan American
NOW $69
atmosphere in, the threatened today, officials here disclosed World Airways said the airlines
Italian, parquet top, Reg. $175
the plan for some 2,000 more to are obligated to respond with
South Vietnartiese capital.
But a Stale Department task be flown to the United States in help when the State DepartNOW $59
force i,s/studying refugee evac- the next several days.
ment calls on them.
White, pedestal. Regularly $149
The children, many of them
uation proposals, including
While immediate interest cenv.tays in which a cease-fire fathered by Americans who tered around the orphans, U.S.
NOW
..,FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
.,7'migh4...,be arranged to allow served in military or civilian legal authorities were exploring
Carroll
Julian
Gov.
'aide
to
An
$319
Country
French
Sideboard.
Reg
/ safe conduct for as many as roles in Vietnam, will be drawn ways of arranging a cease-fire
governor intends to
one million persons from South from orphanages run by seven to permit the evacuation of says the
appoint four new members to
/
NOW $89
Commuagencies
and
the
different
private
should
Vietnam
Vietnamese
who
thousands of
/
Horse
Quarter
Kentucky
the
Frenth,
white.
Regularly
$239
---.
•
and
organizations,
nists take over.
charitable
have been connected in some Commission and ask them to
way with the Saigon govern- void July 22 through Sept.
ment, the military or the Amer- racing dates granted the ComNOW
ican establishment in Vietnam monwealth Race Course.
French, Oval liegularry $329
.7and thus might be subject to
The four commissioners reretribution after any North
signed Monday in 'a dispute
Vietnamese-Viet Cong victory.
French, Pecan Regularly $165
with Carroll over the dates for
One major question to be
the Louisville track.
dealt with would be where the
NOW
They refused to void the
refugees, possibly totaling one
French, burl top. Regularly $210
dates, which Carroll opposes
million, would be relocated.
because some fall on Sunday
For them to be brought to the
and because of alleged ties beUnited States requires a formal
tween Commonwealth's owner
Bamboo Regularly
$189—
declaration by President Ford
,
and the controversial Emprise
that they are "world refugees"
Corp.
as defined by the Universal
Resigning were chairman
Declaration of Human Rights.
Ben Wood III of Hopkinsville,
Charles Omer of Morganfield,
FINED FOR HAVING
Hoble Curling of Cadiz and PerBANNED FILM
ry Brookshire of Marion. W.
JOHANNESBURG, South Af- Terry McBrayer, the goverrica AP) — Joan P. Gailey, a nor's chief executive officer,
23-year-old resident of suburban
Emprise's 1972 conviction
Hitbrow, was fined 8750 for cited
being in possession of the film on charges of conspiring to aid
racketeering in its attempt to
"Deep Throat."
Justice A. H. Erasmus, said take control of a Las Vegas hoEnchanting, cheery clown print on vamp
the film, which is banned in tel.
with a red pompon nose makes these
South Africa, was -revoltingly
Sportsystems' Corp., which
children's shoes irresistible.
indecent."
i
grew out of a reorganization of
Made in the Kede& tradition of
Emprise, owns controlling interest in Commonwealth and
superb craftsmanship and
the Latonia Race Course near
sturdy construction.
•
Florence.
The two tracks also have
been denied thoroughbred racing dates for this fall by the
Kentucky Racing Commission
because of the same alleged
connection.

4
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WAREHOUSE SALE

Massive
PIáA Underway
Evacuation Of Saigon Refugees

-

LOCATED BEHIND McBRIDE INTERIORS FREE PARKING

•

Discontinued Merchandise Sale

New Racing
Commission
In Works

-Dropleaf Desk
Bunch Table

Cigarette Table

929

Console Server
End Table

Cocktail Table

$99

Wall Mirror

$79

Bunch Table

$79

End Table

-Curia Cabinet

1140111,--99—

Beveled gloss, lighted. Reg $289 .

Pedestal Table

NOW $89

Oval, burl top Regularly $210

End Table

NOW $89

Triangular. Regularly $210

Cigarette T,able

NOW $45

Jacobean, Pecan, inlay top. Reg $129

Wall Cabinet

NOW:$55

Pointed and Pecan. Regularly $220

Lamp Table

NOW $89
Italian parquet top, rectangular Reg $210

992

Bookcases

NOW
Contemporary, Cantilever shelves Reg $479

Cigarette Table

NOW

$39

Lyre pedestal, Regularly $95

waw$89

_All Saks Final

•••

Kinls
put

Plus—Many Discontinued, Odd
And Damaged Pieces Not Listed Above

.

smile Ofl yoc.,ir toe_is

Dressers, Chests, Mirrors, Headboards,
Mattresses and Boxsprings

Where
the
future

is
now

Freeda Kuykendall
753-4567 or 247-3528

Red -Blue

Adams Shoe

o Metropolitan Life
Where the future is now

106 S. 5th

Birthstone
,
o..1;•
v•

Metropolaan Lite. New Yo , NV,

R

se

All DIAMONDS
REDUCED
20 to50°.

PAIL

Diamond

MON. TUES. WED.!THURS., FRI.
, SUN.'
1
Blazing..
WA At :,

..,,;,••. ,,

13
20

thami,... $41.14y

ir mIcHasoFridayws

0

27

A--alime

Open Late

.

5
t

', 1 2 _

April

OnlY - —

SAT.
,

Diamond Cluster
Choke of 3 Styles
Regular
$180.00

..:.-' ..
,.
Value
iSee!
'frolorg•d
gaivicut
— Awm.imund

6

All Recliners Reduced

:GAO Report On
Red River Dam
Project Delayed

KEDSO

Specials For
The Diamond
‘
Month

Recliners

,,

0

19

-.1111111.”-260,••••••..

To Show I sqvrilof• Deloth
JEWELERS

Bel-Air Shopping Center MURRAY

Also Michelson's Cairo, thuon citv
and M Manas Jewelers, Paducah
imiumh
„

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
General Accounting Office
(GAO) says its report on the
Red River Dam project will not
bz ready until the end of ;Nay.
The dam project, which is
being opposed by environmentalists, is a top issue in the
May 27 Democratic primary in
Kentucky. The two-month delay
makes it likely that the GAO
report will not be made public
before the primary.
The release date also may
follow action by the House of
Representatives on the $1.52
million President Ford has requested for the Eastern Kentucky project.
The GAO said Wednesday the
delay resulted from the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers' filing new documents on the project last December.
Gov. Julian Carroll has said
the GAO repott would be a
key
fnatee-ny-deterTnitntnrYKS-Tin'
tion on the issue. His
opponent
in the primary, Jefferson
county .Judge Todd Hollenbaeh, op.
poses-the project.

All Bedroom & Dining
Groups
Reduced

30% to 50%

30% to 60%

Sofas, Chairs
Loveseals

Free Gift Certificates

•

Reduced

30% to 60%
All Sales Final
Shop 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Saturday
9 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
On Friday
'451S. 16th St. Poultice',

TO BE GIVEN AWAY
1—$300
2—$100
4-550
Must be over 18 to register

a
0
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Crossword Puzzler

Answer to Yestefday s Puule

ACROSS

DOWN
AUrEal 0:s1L310
1 Young
1 100 000
131.0210 UM4
sheep
rupees
6AM5QM
2 A stale labor
5 Bucket
--9 Resort
3 Deface
Wwrgiyke
4 Crisp
13 Poser stake
5 Out ofbale
-6- Inaettitte art'
Sunburn
15 South Amercie
I Pinase44104._
Kvile$ MOW*
17 A continent
pronoun
tabOr I
8 Jump
Mcoterrimeden 9 Looks tummy
name
.
10 Buddhist
19 Trial
dialect
21 Danger-- it Dyeplant
23 Gestroyslie
$6 Mandate
.-k
3.3
' paslaw
.5047,ALleotelOPIL:me,
Crosess
-3
32
7 Cleaning
sogocation 2o Handled
48 Shorethrd substance
22 Printe4 s
27 Pronoun
49

us nem
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The 600d-runwsed
Casuals

NEW ORLEANS(AP)-The
— Army Corps of Engineers is
hustling Mississippi River trappers and fishermen to higher
ground as it prepares to meet
This bright, light-hearted
river crests higher than 1973
casual takes you everyflood levels.
, 'whbre in comfort and with
The crest is moving rapidly'
fashion authority. Choose
down the river toward New Orleans. Unless the corps opens
from many delicious flavone of its spillways to divert
ours in leather-like butter
some
of the water, the Miskid paired with a smart
sissippi will crest at 19.3 feet
jute-covered wedge.
April 19, well above the 18.6
Flexible construction
high water mark recorded in
and airfloat cushioned
1973 after the spillways were
sole make the going
opened. The '73 floods were
great, wherever you go.
some of the worst on record.
The river crested at 56.2
6 Colors Plus White
Wednesday at Cairo, a The
Sand
1973 crest was 55.7. The crest is
Blueprojected to hit Memphis SunGreen
day at 40.2, just below 1973's
Red
Yellow . 40.4; Helena, Ark., Monday at
Orange -- . 48:3, and Natchez,'Miss.,Ad
following Monday at 544.
Some six million acres of
N-640
from Southern Illinois
land,
M-540
down to the river's mouth, are
already under water. About
half of that is in Louisiana and
Mississippi, most of it inside
the levee structures.
One by one, the trappers and
fishermen who live on the river
side of the levees have been
moving to higher land. For
many it is an annual move.
Even if the water from the Mississippi doesn't lap at their
doorsteps, the soil underneath
their cabins sometimes gets so
soft it slides into the river.
Hardest hit so far have been
families in the_ Yazoo Basin.
Miss., where the swollen Mississippi has hacked up into- the
Yazoo River, and near Jonesville, La., where the Black RivCourt Square Murray
er is out of its banks.
Army engineers say "several

--

99

8
- 9.

89 -

,(OU'RE Ri&Kr.
TRUFFLE5..THIS
OLD BARN 15 A
6REAT PLACE.

45

hundred" persons - 4ncludir.g
farmers and cattlemen - have
been evacuated from these and
a few other areas.
If there isn't a lot more rain
and snow, and if it doesn't
drain into the MLssissippi Valley all at once, Army engineers
say they can withstand this
year's floods without 1973's $1
billion losses.
Corps spokesman Bruce So"
saman says 1973 was unusual
because runoff from early fall
snows in the Ohio Valley had
swollen the river by November,
soaking and weakening levees
all winter long until the fina4_
big crest in the spring.
He said the corps has been
working since then to strengthen levee structures and build
new ones where needed.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The World Food Crisis Conference at the University of Kentucky has closed with experts
disagreeing on whether the
world's population will outrace
its ability to produce food.
A former official in,the U.S.
Food for Peace program,
Frank Ellis, told the conference
Wednesday that if population
control is used more widely,
the world may be able to feed
itself.
Dr. Waynt Davis of the University of Kentucky, however,
told the conference that family
planning probably would have
little impact on the world's population.

LOCK 140k1 THIS RAM 1tJA5 FITTED
WO THIS P051"...4110 LOOK AT
THE NEAT WOOOEN MSS THEY VSED

55

89
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JUST GO AHEAD AND STUFF IT
YOURSELF

FUNNY, BUT I'VE
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by Bill Cherry,
.
Acting Chairman Department of Agriculture
Historically, national ef- vironmental problems due- to
forts to maintain-and enhance
agricultural operations may
‘
thirefill
:
en. _Iia_-_,Iiwrti_ dependent upon the
me
quali
nt have
t-3i( aLth
been direeted
e production practices and
toward problems - .caused - by
waste
management
urban Centers and industrial
techniques utilized by farmers
operations. Had agricultural
and processee than the size of
production practices remained
operation, the number of
static,
environmental - --aninials fed, or the amount of
problems --en-used
waste_ involved.
OY
agriculture might. tiave
The amount of animal
rerliainesl Juiaimal.-Rawever.-- wastes- that-is--Tetained-im-the
rea an - potential enter*
land o_r reaches ground
vIronmental quality pro-brims
and surface waters is not well
have -accompanied
the
documented. It is incorrect to
changes in agricultural
use the amount• of waste
_prod uativity----an•---reeent, ,-----rmukrtiv---nranvoyt-Tty-tyy
Lleted8s.
dipate the actual water
Difficulties in determining
pollution that may result.
precise relationships between
Data describing the total
agriculture practices and enwastes from animals serve
vironmental problems occur
only to triclicate that a
''because of-the-diffuse sources
problem of animal waste
of residues from agriculture
management is of conand the many factors that are siderable magnitude.
involved,.some -of which are
One of the most challenging
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pography, manasgui"-ementffis the problem
i
precipitation, cover crop, time excessive - amounts
of
and locatibn of chemical or
nutrients and the condition
fertilizer application; and
they can cause. Nitrogen and
cultivation practices. The
phosphorus compounds are of
variability of waste discharges
particular concern. Until
comprita-W-assessment ot the recentTkil-e major reason for
environmental impact of investigating the nutrient con- •
Xiriculturalproduction. - tent of the soil water below
Agriculture wastes frequently
the.crop root depth was- to
are not discharged on a
evaluate the loss of fertilizer
regular basis; food processing 'hilt:tient and to estimate the
wastes tend to be seasonal
loss of production or the need
with prodliction a function of for more fertilizer to adjust
crop maturity; •feedlot runoff for the losses. The increased
is a function of rainfall
concern for environmental
frequency and intenSity; fer-changed this erntilizer applications are timed - ,phasis to the study of
for ease of distribution and to
nutrients and other conmaximize crop production;
taminants in soil water
and land .disposal of wastes is
because of potential water
related to the need for
pollution; wise land use plan disposal and the ability to
fling and caleful management
travel on theland.
- of land can reduce the water
that
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24. Miscellaneous

29. Mobile Home Rentals

37. Livestock Supplies

44.

lots For Sale

46. Homes For Siale

FOX MEADOWS and TWO 100 bushel, 12 hole, FOR RENT - trailer lot, THREE BEDROOM brick,
PLANTS FOR sale- Coach Estates mobile
equipped.
Panorama
hog feeder with cast iron
baths, central heat
peppers,
tomatoes,
753-4082.
Shores.
Call
home parks, exclusive
bottom. $150. Also one
carpet, built-ins,
air,
and
marigolds, petunias, etc.
residential area, swimsteel tired farm wagon 45. Farms For Sale
double car garage
patio,
Melia and other shrubs.
ming pool. Families only.
M.Call 753-6215.
and beauty shop. Large
WESTINGHOUSE
Sawmill lumber, com753-3855.
farm,
acre
52
OWNER:
BY
freezer,
acre lot, well landscaped,
Refrigerator
post at Old Murray
Kirksey area. $20,000. 753and garden. Four miles
two doors, three years
Savnnill, 753-4147
•
Pets
Supplies
38.
WANTED: AUTOMOTIVE
m.
p.
-2:30
m.
a.
7:30
1497
753north of 641. Call 753-0099
rpice.
good
old. For
MOBILE HOME, 10 x 42,
parts counter man. At
or 9:30 p. m.-midnight.
appointment.
for
2249.
two bedroom. Located
least five years ex,
11 H. P. RIDING mower,
weeks
eight
GIRLS,
ALL
7% ACRES - plus good
near University, nice. 753perience. Salary open.
one year old, 30 cut. $340.
BOOKCASE
old. Dad is black and tan,
MAPLE
with
home
frame
3895 nights or 753-3482
Send complete resume
Call 753-3724.
twin bed. Box
is red tick, both top
Mom
headboard
pond,
good
basement,
days.
Only $2995
with full references to
coon dogs. 436-5642.
springs and mattress,
some fencing, good well.
OPEN HOUSE
Post Office Box 76,
drawers, MAKE BEATEN down_ TWO NEW 1975 all clectric
of
chest
Located near Murray on ^
Reg. $39.95
Mayfield, Ky. 424166.
-504
Blair St.,
bookshelves. Can 474-2237
carpet nap at doorways
homes, central heating, PARADISE
KENNELS. 121 West. Priced at the
With FREE
Murray.
-"after 6 p. m.
$19,750.
of
low price
bright and fluffy again
water and garbage pickup
Boarding and grooming.
South
206
Realty,
Moffitt
Western
with
2
/
11
Located
Lustre.
furnished.
Blue
Speakers
Pick up and delivery
Sunday,
Help
1974 WHIRLPOOL washer,
12th Street, 753-3597. '
Auto, home of -Wishing
. Will
mile east of
service now available.
You Also get service on
must sell. -7534447 afterieek in
Well Gift Shop '''
h rvY
r_tn 7624111A
be available a
these units
5:30 p. m
46. Homes For Sale
April. Call 753-8836 for
For sale by owner:
Ftd1 time sales person.
SEARS KENMORE sig sag
appointment.
new house
Beautiful
41.
Public Sales
BY OWNER - Three
Apply_ in pertain at
COUCH AND CHAIR, like
sewing machine. Two
three bedrooms,
with
'newly
bedroom,
Murray-Herne& AuWnew. Call 753-7909.
years old. Caisee at 802
All other
two baths, living room,
redocrated inside and out,
Poplar, after Sp. m.
TWO BEDROOM, all FOR MALyOur auction sale
den, and complete kitacre
on
carpeting,
new
electric,- irdier. Water
needs, call Chester &
CHROME BREAKFAST
with Tappan Apchen
Control Simply Center
lot. One car garage. Two
and garbage pickup
10. Business Opportunity
Miller Auction Service.
table and six chairs. Call 6 H. P. Craftsman riding
pliances, wall to wall
753.516$
Call
Murray.
from
miles
furnished. 753-9773.
435-4121
492-8249 after 6 p. m.
carpet, central heat and
lawnmower. Call 753-4740.
for appointment. Call 753HOW TO earn money at
air, and a total of 1585
TWO BEDROOxIS
home mailing com109
sq. feet living area.
% H. P. Submergible well
Vacuum Cleaners
ADVERTISING
17
air-conditioned, shady lot, BACK DOOR yard sale,
of
Rack
One
Excirculars,
mission
Located in nice new
through
436-5399.
pump.
Call
now
9th,
A
South
DEADLINES
three
OWNER:
BY
$50 monthly. Call 489-2595.
cellent profit potential.
Western
close to
Subdivision
Hide-A-Bed,
March-4._
living
with
bedroom
All display ads,
Offer details. Rush THE SALE is over at Kirby TWO WHEEL utility
School.
Jeans
eie
High
Murray
refrigerator,
range,
room,family room, utility
Vacuums. But you can
classified displays and
stamped, addressed
31. Want TO Rent
This house qualifies
trailer. Call 753-1575.
carpet, kitchen-living
room. Two acres under
regular display, must be
still have your old Kirby
envelope and 25 cents to:
5% tax credit by new
for
bike,
tools,
misc.,,
room
tted by 12 noon,
grass. --Gutbuildingtor
Bishops, Box 23, //amlb14-----rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
YOUNG COUPECIRKIng
bill signed by President
etc.
before
day
the
753worth
15-20.
June
are
Occupy
on new Kirbys
AIR-S;_OMPRESSOM,_
Kentucky 42046.
for place to rent In
Ford
blication.
Off
9438,
up to $80. Come in and see
sizes. Also gas
different
country, not more than 10
For mere information,
All reader classifieds
&
Sales
Kirby
soon.
us
pumps. Call 489-2490.
miles from Murray. 753- 43. Real Estate
OP753-9403.
BUSINESS
call
-must be submitted by 4
BY OWNER: Two new 3
Services, 500 Maple
4917. ,
PORTUNITY: Full or
p.m. the day before
homes
brick
bedroom
753-0359.
Street,
KEEPSAKE WEDDING
ROBERTS REALTY
part time. Sell and serpublication.
close to Murray High BY OWNER: Brick three
ring set,like new. Will sell 32. Apartments For Rent
located on South 12th at
vice retail outlets with a
bedroom, two bath,
School. Both have large
reasonably. Call 489-2199.
new 19. Farm Equipment
has five
revolutionary
Sycamore
heat and aircentral
two
fireplaces,
dens with
product and concept.
licensed and bonded sales
ONE BEDROOM un4131"0 AtiPlog
conditioning. Large
baths, and are on large
personnel to serve you
Must have car. Small JOHN DEERE riding
furnished apartment for
with
room
family
lots. Call 753-3903 for
BUY EARLY, complete
rozpoginv
investment for inventory
plus twenty years exPoplar
602
at
See
rent.
34
start,
electric
fireplace. Call 753-8120 or
mower,
further information.
line of garden seeds at
required. Call 1-502-926clusive real estate exStreet.
see at 800 North 20th St.
in. cut, extra good conMurray Ford tractor,
1811 collect after 3 p. m.
perience. Call 753-1651 or
dition. 753-5482.
NEW THREE bedroom,
Highway 94 East.
We
weekdays or any time
PARTIALLY FUR- come by our office.
two bath, den, heat and
REAL
talk
to
like
weekends to arrange for 16' TILT trailer with two
apartduplex
NISHED
in Sherwood Forest. FOR SALE or trade air,
Midway
So. 641
Interview.
ESTATE.
linGet The Top Hits
three new homes, one
axles. Call 753-7370.
ment, three miles east of
Call collect, Paducah, 443waterfront. Loans
Murray. Deposit THE QUALIFIED per2189 after 5 p. m.
L. P.'s. tapes 8 451. at
if you qualify.
available
required. Call 753-6231.
Watch for the
1961 FORD 801 tractor, one
sonal at Guy Spann
3 Card 01 Thanks
T. V. Service
Call 7534672.
owner, 1200 hours. Call
Realty are waiting to talk
Savings this month
492-8360.
Center
For Sale
to you regarding your
on these nationally
OWNER: Three
BY
TWO BEDROOM apartCentral Shopping Center
Real Estate needs. Our
Card Of
• bedroom brick on apBy Owner
ment, furnished or unFORD 3000 gas tractor,
753-5665
advertised automotive,
time is your time. Give us
proximately 120' x 150'
Thanks
furnished. Call 753-4331.
3 bedroom brick veneer
plow, disc, bushhog,
a call or drop by the office
name brands:
Coldwater,
Douglas Noel and
near
with lovely landlot,
house
753grader blade. Call
FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
at 901 Sycamore Street,
family wishes to exliving room, dininglocated at 1617
scaping,
furnished
ROOM
THREE
7370.
fence
link
chain
60"
and
753-7724.
built-ins, bath,
press our sincere thanks
kitchen,
Has large
Kirkwood.
utilities
all
apartment,
on sale now through April
carpeted,
to everyone for the help
completely
kitchen with built-ins,
INSURANCE,
TREATED FENCE posts.
WILSON
$90
furnished,
If
at
monthly.
Lyles
Larry
Call
30th.
we received after a fire
air conditioned, electric
also large living roomAlso treated barn poles
Interested, call 753-5870.
Real Estate, and Auction
753-2310 for free estimate.
destroyed our home and
heat,laundry,carport.
dining area, bath, utility
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
at 202 South 4th Street,
possessions.
Call 753-0550 or 419-2116 offom
room, and lots of storage.
long lengths. Poplar Bluff INSULATION BLOWN J. MURRAY MANOR
_ _Invites you to call 753-3263
4:00 pow ask foe lorry.
Selling price $28,500. Call
Treating Co., Highway 60
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
your attic by Sears expert- new, all electric, unfor appointments 753-8432.
6. Help Wanted
West, 314-998-2555 or 314Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
installers. Helps lower furnished, one and two
Catalog Sales Office
real estate.
785-0700.
airand
heating
bedroom apartments.
FRAME HOUSE and five
I Murray,Ky.
NEEDED SOMEONE to
conditioning costs. Call
One Duiguid Road, just
Moab •••••4111.•••• e•
acres land. West of NEW HOUSE for sale in
Street
1202 Sycamore
sell Watkins Products
Gatesborough. 1% story
Larry Lyles at Sears for
641 North. 7534668.
off
Midway. Call 492-8729
Three bedroom, one bath,
CASE FARM tractor, VAC
Call 7534550.
contempory styled. Four
free estimate. 753-2310.
m.
p.
5
after
large
Heat.
hitch,
DON'T KNOW where to
point
Gas
2story.
/
11
12, PTO,three
bedrooms, 3 baths. Many
34. Houses For Rent
turn' Try NEEDLINE. WAITRESS WANTED:
corner lot near shopping
grader blade, bucket.
extras in house, including
house
bedroom
TWO
NICE
SET OF Columbia EnDial NEED 753-8333.
center, grocery. Only
$1400. 436-5414.
Apply in person at
Cathedral ceiling,
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
cyclopedias, 1970's, ex- SMALL COTTAGE, $100
$19,000.
University Inn, 309 North
balcony, central vac and
elderly
or
couple
young
plus utilities. 753-0423 810 Bagwell Blvd.- Three
cellent condition. $50 or
1952 FERGUSON 30. Good
leth Street, Murray.
TO MY good friends and
intercom. Call 753-9208.
753-9761.
couple.
5
after
brick
p.
489-2440.
m.
baths,
offer.
best
bedroom, two
condition. New paint. 753antique buyers: Sunday,
veneer. Central heat and
8124.
April 6, 1975, I will open EXPERIENCED ElecfurHOUSE,
SMALL
wall to wall carair,
up my antique shop, six
trical-Instrument
26 TV Radio
nished. Ideal for one or
and many builtpeting,
full
a
with
Equipment
week,
Sports
a
days
20.
The sooner you call.
mechanic wanted for
two people. Garden.
two car garage with
ins,
line of antiques.
CB
the sooner you save
Hand-held
chemical plant mainREALISTIC
Adults only. No Pets.
automatic door opener. A
Old coffee mills, old farm
14' POLARCRAFT boat, 6 transceiver with channels
tenance Excellent pay
Deposit required. 492real buy at $39,500.
bells, flat irons, coal oil
Ronnie Ross
H. P. Johnson motor, 1, 10, 11, 14, 5 watts, six
and fringe benefits, in8356.
South llth - three
508
Call
lamps, cow bells, glass
trailer.
Line
Paris
cluding company paid
channels 753-8046.
Main
E.
210
2
/
one bath, 11
bedroom,
match
ware, (all kinds),
436-5511.
health insurace, life inPhone 753-0489
gas
white 36. For Rent Or lease
Central
and
frame.
USED
story
23"
black
holders, silver
box
surance, vacations,
Zenith IN, portable with
furnace. Good location
dollars-1885-1928 for $5
pension plan. Applicant
DAY CRUISER, eight
grain finish,
near grocery and shopstand,
wood
Each 6 for 925. Furniture.
previous
should have
passenger. Will sell
14. Want To Buy
condition. 753in
ping center. $16,500.
excellent
Butler & Pugh Antique,
experience as electricalcheap. 753-4082.
8835.
Kirksey - 40 acres, (25
Highway 641 North.
Service
instrument maintenance. LARGE FARM. Row crop
tendable ), with air-cured
Phone 753-7462 or 753-3971.
Send resume to Vanor cattle. Would buy 11' LONESTAR, 35 H. P
Station
tobacco base, 386 lb.
Sales
27.
Home
FOR SALE
Mobile
trailer.
$500.
Evinrude,
derbilt Chemical,Route 2,
whole operation. Call 753burley base, spring fed
Major Oil
firm. Call 753-1701.
Box 54, Murray, Ky. 42071
2211,TrIpp Williams
BY OWNER
creek running through
Company in
or phone Mr. Gene Smith
12 x 47 TWo bedroom, all
Realty.
Some buildings.
farm.
3
1%
Bedroom,
baths,
carpeted throughout. Located
502-753-4926.
electric, central airMurray
1974 STARCRA FT 16'
$21,000.
Kingswood
Subdivision,
corner Ford lioad and
heating.
and
WANT TO BUY 50 bales of
conditioning
Bassmaster, 1974
Near North Elementary
Camelot. $28,500. Call 753-6422 or 753-9850. '
FOR A REALLY good
See at
offer.
$3000
or
hay. Call 753-2960.
best
Evinrude 70 H. P. new,
School on Penny Road sales position, call 901No. 31 Grogan Mobile
with 1970 Gator trailer.
three bedroom, 1% bath, a
642-2479.
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
Homes i highway 94).
Priced right. 753-3415
brick veneer home on one
silver, or copper. Buy or
weekdays 8-5.
acre. Has electric heat
12 x 50 TWO BEDROOM,
sell. Free appraisals.
- and fireplace. First time
RENT
--Eott
electric,
two
full
all
baths,
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232. 22.
Saturday April 5 - 10:00 a. m.
-•.94••••
Private lot on Roberts
Musical
offered. $36,500•
underpinned, set up in
per
ro
ft.
200
x
-Majors
100
Estate,
Boyd
4 Mile West of Lynn Grove on 94
1
/
Telephone
Stella Trailer Court. 75315. Articles For Sale
CONN BASS trombone
month. Hook-up for
Real Estate, 105 North
8548.
Aunt Laura Mayfield has become disabled to
with finger control, good
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
12th Street, 753-8080.
work and we are selling her household items and anPRECUT PICTURE
condition. Call 753-2267 29. Mobile Home Rentals
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
tiques. Also items from farm of Wavel Beeman and
to
ready
frames,
THREE ACRES located
Garland Watkins who have had to relocate.
assemble, assorted sizes. BALDWIN PIANOS and
Drive
Dudley
Chandler
just 500' north of
1409
TWO BEDROOM, air 37. Livestock Supplies
Nice selection of stoves, refrigerator, bedroom
Murray Lumber Comorgans. Rent to purchase
Park at Hamlin, Ky.
mile out
one
conditioned,
suites,
odd beds, living room and dining room fur2950 Sq. Ft. in this Quality Built 3 bedroom home of
pany.
plan. I,onardo Piano
Property joins TVA lake
of city limits on 121 South, PUREBRED CHAROLIAS
. and end tables, lamps, small apniture, coffee
.fered by
H.
Tripp Willoots Rooky
Robert
Company, across from
bulls for sale.
front. Good building sites.
$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.
pliances,
some
good antique items including oak
CLEANINGEST CARPET
Post Office, Paris,
Smith Charolias Farm,
Nicely wooded. Electric
Call _.25aA44g 3f.no anwash stand, dresser, dining table, glass door pie
Phone 753-2211
cleaner you ever used. So
247-2426.
Ky.
Mayfield,
Tennessee. Also the
and phone at property.
swer, call 752-3175.
safe, old rockers and chairs, picture frames, lots of
easy to0. Get Blue Lustre.
AntiUe Mall, 4th &
Low price. John C.
glass and china of all kinds, quilts, lots of hand and
Rent electric shampooer
Sycamore, Murray,
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
garden tools including chain saw.
Bel-Air
K,
$1. Big
Kentucky.
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Too many good items to list and itemize
Shopping Center.
Permanent Home or Summer Cottage
753-7531.
(502) 753-0101 or
seperately.
Witit fill Up
PAPER BACK books, PIANO TUNING, repair
For Information Call:
Cars, Pickups or Vans
and rebuilding, prompt
INCOME PROPERTY:
A like new 1973 New Moon Mobile Home.
mostly romance and
good
and
service Rebuilt pianos
Good location
suspense In excellent
12 x 50, 2 bedroom, one owner with cenfor sale. Ben Dyer 753investment property
condition, priced 2 for $1
tral air conditioning and heat. See this exAt
offering two furnished
8911.
m
753-9437 or after 5:30L,
cepiienal-liome
tha-, -111 -.gaud
condition and priced right
or
at $4,500. Moffitt Realty,
HARD BACK nevels with
206 South 12th Street, 753orginal dust covers, 25 FIREWOOD, $10 per rick.
Plume 753 5273
N•xt To Holiday Inn
Comet of 716 IT Male
3597
delivered. 753-0271.
cents each. Call 753-0920.

Summer
Special

JACK AND JILL openings for children.
Infants-6 years. Drop-in
service. 753-9922.

EXPERIENCED
CASHIER for local
grocery. If interested
write P. 0. Box 32-P,
Murray, Kentucky.

SPANAH SOFA, chandelier, Maytag gas dryer.
Call 753-4097.

8-Track

Car-Stereo

Embroidered
Jeans

$12"

- Jean
Jackets
_Sets

TV Service
Center

•

AO

$1699 /
Jeans
$599

Shirts

All
Shoes
$299

uaa sN'utm

Smart
Shop

Sears

WI=1111111

SAVE $9.50 on
Diehard Battery
SAVE $3.00 on
SteadyRidef Shocks

If you're a
good driver;
I can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance.

An

rs

For Lease

Call
753-2432

Auction Sale

Wash & Wax

FOS

PARKER FORD, INC. ----

Murray

Amoco

CHESTER AND MILLER
AUCTION SERVICE _
433-4i 28
4354144
Lynn Grove

4.1.0001110•Ir

•••••••••

.
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49. Used Cars & Trucks
BY
OWNER: Three
bedroom, 1 _ two bath,
especially - nice
for
children. Sëe at 812
Bagwell Blvd. Please call
763-9901 for showing.

1972 CHEYANNE Pickup,.
power steering, brakes
and air conditioning,
39,000 miles, 82500.00 Call
436-2584.

ck three
bath,
nd airLarge
with
120 or
20th St.

trade , one
Loans
qualify.

Three
on ap-__
x 150'
ly land-- at 1617
a large
•uilt-ins,
1150111-.

.

sale in
11
/
2 story
led. Four
. Many
including
ceiling,
I vac and
753-9208.

ROBERTS REALTY PRESENTS:
A HOME TO BE PROUD OF
For young moderns is the house at 1709 College Farm
Road. Back yard fenced with cyclone fencing,
aluminum storage house, big patio. Three bedrooms,
carpet, range and oven, disposal. Would you believe
only 824,900.00!!
, ._
Commuters' special is the three bedroom brick in
Grove Heights Subdivision. Lot size is 300' x 200'. Large
barn for outside storage. Lots of extras that must be
seen to be appreciated. 832,500.00.
Attention investors! The home of 403 South 12th has
been reduced to $18,350.00! Good,solid home with three
bedrooms,living room,formal dining, kitchen and den.
All rooms are good size to accommodate lots of living.
This is a real buy.

bled to
and anan and
droom
•m furall aping oak
oor pie
, lots of
and and

1961 CHEVROLET Impala,
30,000 miles, extra clean,
$995. 753-1644

I. Services Offered

51. Seroces Ofte;ed

Want breathing space? The home on the Lynn Grove
Highway offers you this as well as a neat brick home
with storm windows and doors. Large storage house
that's good enough to live in! Big patio and brick barbecue grill. $22,000.00.
Take your time - but hurry! Just put on the market is
the house at 1400 Vine. Three bedrooms,two full baths,
, room,
,"eat:on
living-family room with fireplace, rec
central heat and air. Features too numerous to name
all for 828,750.00. See the inside of this house for a happy experience!
Tomorrow may be too late for you to be the proud
owner of the house at 205 South 16th. In'easy access to
schools! Three bedrooms and nice family room. All
aluminum trim for easy up keep. Interior is exceptionally neat and clean. $27,500.00

1965 CHE'VY WAGON, in
good shape mechanically.
Call 753-3672.
1970
VW,
motor
overhauled. Going to VA
Hospital. Call 753-1322
after 4 p. m.

50. Campers
USED CAMPER -Topper
fits long wheel base pickup. Call 753-4845 from 7:30
a. m. to 4:00p m. Ask for
Jimmy Jackson.
20' 1973 Giles travel trailer,
fully self-contained, six
ply tire,s like new. 7537833.
WE WILL BUY - good
used campers and travel
trailers.
Contact
Arrowhead
Camper
Sales, Highway 80 E.,
Mayfield, Kentucky. 2478187.
CAMP-A-RAMA
Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, az mile east
of 68 and 641 intersection
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
527-7807.

51. Services Offered
WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service.
12 years experience. Free
estimates. Cap 753-3351:

r.tf Vbcit
4 S. 12th

r

Phone 753-1651

lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers, rototillers, and small engines.
436-5525

Household Auction Sole
April 5, 10 a.m. Rain or Shine
At the late Mrs. Otry (Zollie ) Paschall
Home,109 North 13th Street, Murray, one
block off 641.
This is a real goad sale: consisting of the
beautiful solid cherry gate leg dining table (eight
rope pattern legs) and four chairs, nice mirror with
cherry frame, frost free Frigidaire refrigerator
with freezer top, Maytag automatic washer, hide-abed, couch, chaise lounge, dresser, several nice
chairs-straight and rockers, four bar stools, half
size and other beds, tables, end tables, room
divider, radio, Westinghouse vacuum cleaner,
small rugs, Fiesta and other dishes. glass pitcher
and other utensils, mixer and grInder, deep fryer,
any amount of sewing supplies-buttons, thread,
linens, Eight crocheted place mats,quilt and lining,
fruit and fruit cans.
•
Also collectors' pieces-Seth-Thomas clock (runs
good) and shelf it sits on, buggy rug with glass eyed
animal on it, hand woven coverlet (very old but
nice), old bowl and pitcher, two globe oil lamps, tin
type picture album,stearnar and other trunks; four
china head, shoulder and pin cushion dolls, two
other dolls, (all up to 75 years Mr, granny coffee
pot, dough tray, roller, apothecary' jar, hand painted china, salt and pepper mill, George and Martha
on horses, other figurines, brass fireplace pieces, 13
fancy goblets, 3 old folding hand fans, milk and
other bottles, song book; 1910 and later post marks,
stamps, and picture cards; marbles, hand tools,
and boxes of miscellaneous.

Terry Shoemaker
Auction Service
Douglas Shoemaker
_,pp.in'Charge of Sale
Coil 753 3373
Not responsible for aceiricriLs. Eats and
drinks
available.
Detailed
announcements day of sale.

51. Services Witted

NEED A NEW roof?
Quality work at an honest
low price. Free estimate.
gall 436-5574.

WANT SOMEONE to clean
your office Call 492-8160
after 5 p. in.

1972 DATSUN pickup 1600.-Factory air. Topper-.
Reduced to 81750. 7531963 FORD FAIRLANE,
HARLEY DAVIDSON X-90
8133.
289 engine, good conand Honda 50 Mini-trail.
dition. $250 or best offer.
Also three helmets. All in
1966 FORD FAIRLANE
753-6787
excellent condition. 753500. 289 engine, one
7358.
owner, factory air, 1963 VOLKSW
AGEN, good
automati
c, good conditon,
condition, 8250. Call 43648. Automotive Service
low mileage. See at 230
5474.
South 15th, or call 753FOUR NEW Cragar mags,
8186.
1973 GRAND PRIX, exfit any 13 inch wheel. And
cellent
condition,
new Gillette, raised white
1967
FORD
TRUCK
honeycomb wheels, air
letter tires. Trailer hitch
Econoline van, long body.
and tilt steering wheel.
unit to fit Toyota, Cellica.
Excellent running con436-531a.
7533002-eVenings Or 762="
- dition. .$61-30. 436-2495.
6851 days. Ask for Bill.
1970 FORD pickup, 34 ton
1966 CHEVROLET. Phone
with air, $1,000. 1971 Ford
51. Services Offered
51 Services Offered
49 Used Cars & Trucks
° pickup, automatic with
753-5898,
power steering, $1,000.
.
1964
Call 753-8500.
INTERNATIONAL 1967 CADILLAC,four
JERRY'S REFINISHING LICENSED ELECdoor,
Travelall. Four wheel
TRICIAN- Prompt,
and Custom Built Furexcellent condition. $1250.
1967 CHEVROLET pickup,
drive. Good condition.
efficient service. No job
niture, six miles south of
753-1497 7:30 a. m. -2:30p.
A-1 condition. Call 435$400. 753-0703 after 4 p. m.
too small. Call Ernest
Murray on Highway 641.
m.or 9:30 p. m.-midnight.
4276 after 5 p. m.
White. 753-0605
Jerry McCoy, Owner
- (502) 492-8837.
TRUCK DUMP bed, -12
CARPENTRY
WORK.
foot, all steel, with SPRAY
PAINTING,
Remodeling, room ad
telescope hoist. $400. Also
commercial, residential.
diaaas, any type of home
wheat straw, 75 'cents
"food Service With The Speed Of Sound
Free estimates. Call 753improvements. Free.
bale. Call 489-2522.
7915.
Is Coming To Murray" .
estimates. 436-5840.
CAMPERS FOR all trucks.
One of the fastest greeting drive-hi ALUMINUM SERVICE
Small
tractor
and
chains in America
CO.-Siding, carports,
equipment. 1964 Mailbu
**ASSISTANT MANAGER needy10e Sortie'
awnings, patio covers.
Chevrolet, two -door. 1957
Murray*?
'Will Ed BaffeY,492-88974
_cli_evy /
1
2 tan truck. 1945
Full-time employment with opportunity fora'
Bobby Lawrence 492-8879,
Chevy 11
/
2- ton iruck.
vancement. No food service experience necessary.
Large welder on trailer.
Opening date, approximately May 1.
Located at Duncan's
GENERAL
CONGarage. 753-9983.
TRACTORS. Storage
Applicant may be male or female, must be in good
sheds up to 12 x 30, lake
health, and enjoy working with people. Leadership
1962 CHEVROLET pickup
cabins 24 x 24, gravel
ability is important. Only applicants with stable
truck, long wheel base,
hauling and driveways.
work record need apply.
six cylinder, excellent
South of Murray to Paris
condition. 8550 Call 753Landing. Lakeland
Mail resume-include picture, marital status,
5287.
Construction. 436-2505.
education and work background, three character
_
..„
ROY HARMON'S Carreferences to Bob Amos, P.O. Box 7403, Tulsa,
penter
Shop
old
ice
(
Oklahoma 74105
ELECTROLUX SALES &
plant).
Complete
Service Write C. M.
remodeling and repairs,
Sanders, Box 213 Murray
cabinets, paneling, doors,
1973 OLDSMOBILE 98, low
or call 1-382-2468, Farformica work, finish
mileage, two door, extra
mington.
sharp, astro wheels, carpentry, contracting.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
loaded. 753-5632.
EXPERIENCED
nights.
ROOFER will do build-up
TRUCK BEDS. Grain
roofing
and
water
trucks. 460 111 tractor.
proofing. Free estimate.
Will also mow lawns. 7531975 GMC with roll back
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
4465.
pickup. 1960 Chevrolet
pickup. 1974 Grand Prix
SS. May see at Ashland EXPERIENCED
PAINStation in Coldwater.
TER will do interior or
Phone 489-2299 cri 247-3895.
exterior week by the hour
or job. 435-4480.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
1971 SUPER BEETLE VW,
Brothers for all your
$1050. 753-1497 7:30 a. m.JOHN
HL'TCH
bulldozing, backhoe work,
ENS'
2:30 p. m. or 9:30 p. m.Plumbing and Electric
or trucking needs. Phone
midnight.
Repair Service. No jobs
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354too
small.
8161 after 7 p. in.
436-5642
1972 DATSUN, four speed,
anytime during day.
good condition. Also two
GUTTERING -SEARS all
wheel trailer. 489-2595.
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWaluminum seamless
ING, landscaping, gravel
gutters with baked on
hauling. Mrytle Brenwhite or colored enamel.
1967 DODGE PICKUP with
neman, Pottertown Road,
Call Larry Lyles at 753maintenance bed. Phone
436-2540.
2310 for free estimate.
B. B. Dill, 753-1511.

owner:
house
OCaris
room,
te kitan Apo wall
eat and
of 1585
area
e new
ose to
1.
alifies
by new
*dent

Located
ad and

Another View

47. Motorcycles

brick,
1 heat
tans,
garage
Large
Ped,
miles
753-0099

, utility__
storage.
,500. Call_ _
,753-8432.

49. Used Cars & Trucks

NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair Brick, block,
tile, and pea gravel
walks.
See
James
Hamilton. 753-8500.
GRASS? Yes,
afFmterm5cipw.mgm..
GARDEN BREAKING and
discing, buahhog,ging. See
Lonis Brown at Dill's
WILL FILL out income tax
reports. T. W. Crawford, Trailer Court, Trailer 8,
or Route 7, Box 17, Highattorney. 1107 Olive
way 94 West. If not home,
Street. 753-1690.
leave note.

For Sale

52. Fut Trade

SH1R-CAR WELDING:
Small
but --efficient
fabrication Or repair.
Now is the time to
prepare for Spiting. Free
estimates. Pick up and 53.
Feed And Seed
delivery on request.
'Satisfaction guaranteed. WHEAT STRAW, ideal for
Call 753-0866.
new lawns or bedding.
Also 25 bushels ear corn.
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
753-4820.
clocks.
All
work
guaranteed. Call 492-8869. 54. free Colour
SMALL DOZER_ jobs.
phone 753_7370 after• p.
-

YOUNG MALE, gray and
white, cat needs a borne:
753-8215

12 ft. Heavy Italittin hack shag *any colors to choose from only
$3.95
125 IS ft. Ciiiinviercied type mass beck tweed esdy U.'S sq. vol
(sway cakes).
15 ft. Level Loop I Schmid Pattern Carpet IL plash
$4.411S sq. yd.
12 ft. Itsiblver back Scalptareel Shag dig Selection Only $4.” sq yd.
12 ft. Noisy Shag is °nay $4.95 sq. yd.
12 It. Priareall Carpal Subbsse buslmsallt$3.1K est. yds.
12 M. C.inqokss Shynal Ylayf
- sty sq. yd.

Shag Many Colors!
Only 55.78 sq. yd.
'Expert Installatteo Available

OVf ROOS,SCVIOVrtfi

1710 Audubon Drive, 2,567 Sq. Ft. living space, plus 2
car garage, large corner lot. The best thing about
this house is its neighbors.

Paschall & Son

Call 753-4764

901.491 9133

LIKE NEW CONDITION-3 bedroom brick home
with central heat and air conditioning, wall to wall
carpeting, raised patio with sliding glass doors,
large ceramic bath, garbage disposal, TV antenna.
Floor plan consists of a living room, kitchen-family,
room combination, utility room, 3 bedrooms with a
carport. All for only $193750. Located in Puryear
Heights Subdivision.
COMPACT 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE with
aluminum siding. Located on a large lot near
Cherry Corner. Has a living room, kitchen, utility
room and bath. Extras include TV antenna, kitchen
range, exhaust fan in attic, artificial fireplace with
electric logs, wall to wall carpeting, gobd well.
Financing available to qualified buyer.
85 ACRE FARM,suitable for rowacrop or cattle farming, located 10 miles Southeast of Murray on Ky.
280. Has approximately 45 acres tendable, the
balance in woodland. Excellent woven wire fencing
on two sides, running water year around, 4-stall
stock barn,dug well.
PARTIALLY COMPLETED,PRE-FAB METAL
BUILDING at the rear of Jerry's Restaurant on
Story Avenue. Has approximately 1,464 sq. ft. floor
space, zoned for commercial usage, electrical and
plumbing roughed-in, insulation installed. Light fixtures, studding and paneling materials are included
in the $27,500 Price.
ONE OF MURRAY'S BETTER HOMES,located at
2210 Gatesborough Circle. Has 3 bedrooms, living
room, family room with fireplace, Sun room with
Jalousie windows, private patio, large kitchen with
dishwasher, disposal, dining area, 2 full ceramic
baths, wall to wall carpeting, central heat and air,
draperies, attic storage, 2-car garage, lots of closet
space. Owner leaving town.
MODEST 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME at 1409
Vine Street. Has been recently re-decorated on the
inside. Has a living room with a large gas heating
stove, kitchen with dining space, bath, utility room,
carport, large garden space, shady lot. Immediate
occupancy.
DOWNTOWN LOCATION for the 3-bedroom frame
home with aluminum siding. Located at 208 Poplar,
just East of Steele-Allbritten Plumbing Shop. Has
been maintained in tip-top shape and has been
recently re-decorated. A quality built house at a
reasonable price.
3-ROOM LAKE COTTAGE on Boatwright Road,
near TVA launching facilities. Has a living room.
bedroom, kitchen and bath, plus a screened-in rear
porch and an almost new concrete block boat
storage house. Reduced to $5,300.
10' x 40' FURNISHED ONE-BEDROOM MOBILE
HOME completely set up and readYler occupancy.
Located in Keniana Subdivision, just a short distance from Kentucky Lake. Priced at $4,500.

IMMACULATE' 3-By..131tOOM BRICK HOME at
1500 Johnson Boulevard. Has a living room, large
kitaien-family400m combination, ceramic bath,
utility roortiN acarport, large kit. Must see to apDESIRABLE 2-BEDROOM BRICK AND STONE
HOME at 1519 Johnson Boulevard. Has a one car
garage, living room, ceramic bath, large kitchen
with built-in range and oven, disposal, refrigerator,
landscaped lot.
PRE-FAB OFFICE AND SHOP BUILDING,
located on a 2 acre tract at the intersection of Ky.
1550 and Ky. 783 at Wiswell. Adjacent to the Southwest Elementary School property. Has a 40' x 40'
-shop building with central heat and air conditioning,•
underground gasoline storage tanks, good well or
city water supply available, 3 paneled and carpeted
offices and a large entrance lobby, 2 baths, electronically operated overhead door, many other extras.
4-APARTMENTS FOR RENTAL INCOME.
Located at 710 Poplar and consisting of two apartments in a large frame house and two apartments in
a concrete block building at the rear of the property.
Almost fully furnished and returning approximately 15 per cent on the asking price.
6 ACRE TRACT OF LAND with a large stock
barn
and a 6-bay machinery shed. Located near Underwood Crossing, in Henry County, Tn. Priced at
810,000 with financing available by owner.
SPACIOUS 3-BEDROOM BRICK AND FRAME
HOME on Concord Highway, approximately 3 miles
Southeast of Murray. Situated on a 105' x 500' lot
that has an excellent well or city water available.
Extras include wall to wall carpeting, central air
conditioning,2 full baths, kitchen built-ins.
53 ACRE FARM with 49 acres tendable. Located 10
miles Southwest of Murray on Humphreys Road.
Has a 2-bedroom frame house, stock barn, tobacco
barn,some fences. In the Harris Grove community.
80 ACRE CATTLE FARM located South of Oak
Grove Church, in Henry County, Tn. Has good
building sites on the blacktop road, 30 acres tendable, punning water year around, stock ponds, 4strand barbed wire perimeter fence, 3-strand barbed wire cross fences. Owner will finance.
127 ACRE FARM,located 3 miles North of Murray
City limits at the intersection of North 16th Street
and Coles Campground Road. Has road frontage on
3 sides, 75-80 acres tendable with 30 acres in bottomland. Fertile, high-producing land. Liveable 2bedroom frame house.
141't ACRE,FARM located 3 miles Southwest of
Crossland. iust South of State Line Road. Has approximately 100 acres cleared, 85 acres sowed
down, 2old farm house places, tobacco barns, Stock
ponds and year around creek. Owner will finance 90
per cent of purchase price.

BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME that
qualifies under the $2,000 tax deduction just passed
by the U. S. Congress. Consists of a living room, kitchen-family room, utility room, 1'2 baths, one car
garage, central heat and air conditioning, wall to
wall carpeting. la acre lot, built-in range, oven and
hood in the kitchen, sliding glass doors to the patio.
Priced at $29,500.

230 ACRE ROW-CROP OR CATTLE FARM,located
within 4 miles of Kentucky Lake,on Sulphur-Buffalo
Road. Has an old log residence in remarkably good
.condition, tobacco barn, garage, crib, machinery
shed. Ideal for retirement location.

NEWLY RE-DECORATED 3-BEDROOM BRICK
HOME at 1620 Catalina. Consists of a living foom,
unusually large number of cabinets in the kitchen,
utility room, 1½ baths, carport, wall to wall carpeting, central gas heat and electric air conditioning,90' wide lot.

375 ACRE CATTLE FARM located 13 miles
Southeast of Murray, in the New Concord area. Has
125-135 acres of Blood River bottorriland, approximately 165 acres tendable, 310 acres fenced.
lots of road frontage, 2 producing commercial sand
pits on the property.

To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!

4th 8 Maple Streets

Phone 75..3-7333
- Home Phones•

--fultcm L Young-753-494r

-

Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee

COWS a1111

Stinson - 753-3744

z
-
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Mission Rally Kickoff, Methodists
To Be Saturday; Missionaries To
This'

Students Spend
Easter Break In
Service To Others

A de/eget-on of 10- students
from the University Christian
StudeffCenfer at Murray State
.._1.1riiversity chose tO_WLEit rather
. than play during the spring
Dr.- J. Harry Haines,
on the campus.
Funeral services for Beauron
Three women and seven men Associate General Secretary of
R. Elkins of Murray Route
Three will be held at three p.m.
Bernie E. Lovett of Benton representing the UCSC went to the United Methodist ComMax
today at the chapel of the
Route Four, Olive Community, Salyersville where they assisted mittee on Relief, will be the
Churchill Funeral Home with died Wednesday at 6:55 p.m. at Mr. and Mrs. Tom Behel of the keynote speaker at the Mission
Rev Gerald Owen officiating the Benton Municipal Hospital. Salyersville Church of Christ in Rally of the Paris District of the
speaking to school groups and United Methodist Church to be
and the Sugar Creek Baptist He was 81 years of age.
conducting
a gospel revival.
the
member
providing
a
singers
was
deceased
Church
The
Making the trip were: Danita
song service.
of the Olive United Methodist
Otis. Carlos, and Lestel Church where funeral services Edwards and Vicki Edwards,
Elkins, J. C. and Edward will be held Friday at rwo p. m. both of Benton; Janie Smelser,
Russell, and Robert Henry Hall with Rev. John Churchwell and Parma, Mo.; Danny Champion
will serve as pallbearers. Burial Rev. 1.."E, Moore, officiating. and Steve Cochrum, both of
Grandsons will serve as Mayfield; Gary Potts, Kirksey;
will be in the Ivy Cemetery.
died
pallbearers. Burial will be in Eugene Lie, Calvert City;
Mr. Elkins, age 62,
Wednesday at seven a.m. at the the Horn3Cemetery near Olive Bruce Miller and Phil Miller,
Murray -Calloway County with the arrangements by the both of Murray; and Dennis
Hospital.
Collier Funeral Home, Benton, Rice, Dyersburg, Tenn.
Wayne Williams, a member
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. where friends may call.
Johnie Howlett Elkins; mother,
Mr. Lovett is survived by six of the UCSC board of directors
Mrs. Rome Elkins, daughter, daughters, Mrs. Maurice and a faculty member in the
Mrs. James Harmon, son, Crouse of Murray Route Two, Department Of Instruction and
Larry Elkins,- and4num-grAndg -•Msa..Kitty CopezdHar.dia..Mrs,. .Learning at Murray _State,
'children, Kent, Joe Kim, and Levi Ninuno and Mrs. James accompanied die group.
While in Salyersville, the
Lee Ann Harmon and Tracy Collie of Benton Route Five,
Elkins, all of Murray; three Mrs, Quinton Powell,of Benton studepts spoke to groups on
and religious topiCs
sisters, Mrs. George DuBois Route Four, and
hours and helped
school
during
Eight;
Robinson,
Route
Benton
Edward
Henson
of
and Mrs.
Murray, and Mrs. William J. six sons, Roy Lovett of Benton to conduct a series of gospel
Route Five, Hill Lovett of revival services during the
Colburn, Calvert City.
Benton Route Three, Joe evenings March 23-27. They also
Thomas Lovett of Mayfield, visited Jenny Wiley State Park
Wayne and Leon Lovett of near Prestonburg on March 26.
Dr. J. Harry Haines
The project marks the ninth
Benton Route Four, and Pat
April 5, at 6:30
Saturday,
held
Lovett of Benton Route One; consecutive year that a group of p.m. at the Henry County High
thirty-two grapcIchildren; students from the University School, Paris, Tenn.----twenty-eight great grand- Christian Student Center has
This will be the "kick-off" to
devoted the vacation days of
children.
the
Mission Saturation-to be
spring break to such an effort,
‘
54Miss Ruth Colley, a regM1
held
April 5-9 in the various
according to Williams.
of Farmington,died at 3:50 p.m,
United Methodist Churches in
Community
at
Tuesday
the Tads District. A special
Hospital. She was 63 years of
•einging group will-also be
age, and daughter of the late
featured.
Dr. and Mrs. L.--G,ColleY--AteallOw ay
Dr. Haines who will speak on
She is survived by a brother,
"World Hunger" administers
Dr. A. B. Colley, of Owensboro,
Federal State Market News Service April
the relief and rehabilitation
two nieces, Mrs. Joe Helm,
3, 1975
program of the United
High
Kentucky
Purchase
Area
Hog
Market
Montgomery, Ala., and Mrs.
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Methodist Church in 55 counMary Alexander, Roanoke, Va.,
Receipts, Act 617 Est. 600 Barrows & Gilts
overseas and disaster
tries
Seventeen seniors and ten 25 to 50 lower Sows steady
and two nephews. David Colley,
$39.25-39.50
relief within the U. S. A. He is a
US 1-2 200-230 Lbs.
juniors
at
Calloway
County
Champaign, Ill., and Andy
at$40.00
New Zealand-born missionary
High School have been named to few
US 1-3 190-240 Ile.
139.00-39.25
Colley, Owensboro.
US
2-4
who served in China from 1941
240-260
838.26-39.25
be
listed
in
the
-Society
of
A sister, Miss Sunshine
US 3-4260-29D Lbs.
$37.75-38.25
Distinguished
American
High
Sows
Colley, died in late February.
School Students, according to US 1-2270-350 Lbs. - . 833.50-34.00
The funeral will be held at
Iu
.1ii;3
3 300-450 Lbs.$3300-33.50
three p.m. today at the Byrn Alberta Korb, Counselor for the
L'S
2-3
300-500 Lbs.
832.00-33.03
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with school.
Boars $27 00-28.00
Mrs. Korb said the students
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
Jerry Mayes and Rev. Harry
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
were selected mainly on the
Yates officiating.
I. M.Simon Co are as follows
Burial will be in the Far- basis of academic work,
although school leadership,
Airco
15 uric
mington Cemetery.
Amer. Motors
5% uric
services and athletic activities
Ashland Oil
18% UDC
were considered.
A.T. & T.
48% -%

Bernie E. Lovett
Dies Vo)ednesday•
Funeral-friday -----.Tribreak

Funefit Is Today
-Jor---&-.14._ Elkins

to 1947, he went to Malaya in
1950 where he was district
superintendent of the Central
Malaya Methodist District and
Malayan representative of
Church World Service.
During World War II Dr.
Haines spent seven years as a
missionary in China, and was
district superintendent and
treasurer of the West China
Methodist Conference. He
received degrees from Western
Maryland College, Wesley
Theological Seminary
in
Washington, D. C., and Princeton Theological Seminary.
Eighteen mission interpreters
who have had experience on
fields from Africa to Peru will
be speaking at the various local
United Methodist Churches
during the caning week as
follows:
Harry Greenberg on Sunday
at Lynn Grose_ 9:38 a.m.,
Goshein:011a.m.,and Martin's

Rescue Squad
Called Today

Youth Revival At
Sinking Spring

--'11111r8TIking Spring Baptist
'Charett Will-have a youth led
revival from Friday through
—•• with Bro. .
Sunday
TheQ
-110way County FireRescue-Unit was called this pastor of the StrathMeore
morning to the home of James
Tinsley, Highway 121 South.
The call, which came at 7:25
a.m. today, was for a fire in the
fuse box. Rescue Squad officials
said extensive damage was
done to the fuse box, and minor
damage to the area turrounding
it.
Thirteen men and three units
responded to the call.

nsley.flome

Chapel 710 p.m.
Dr. Phyllis Corbitt on Sunday
at First Methodist Murray at
8:50 a.m. and 10:40 a.m., and
Good Shepherd at 2:30 p.m.
John Banks on Sunday at
Coles Camp Ground 10:00 a.m.,
Kirksey 11:00 a.m., Mt. Carmel
with Coldwater and Mt. Hebron
3:00 p.m., and Dexter-Hardin
with Brooks Chapel 7:00 p.m.
Miss Tillie Brooks on Sunday
at Burnett's Chapel 10:00 a.m
and Sedalia 11:00 a.m.
Elton Watlington on Monday
at Russell's Chapel at 1:00 p.m.
and Temple Hill with Independence at 7:00 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. George B.
Garden on Tuesday at Lynnville
with Pointer's Chapel at 7:00
p.m. and on Wednesday at
parsonaje of First Methodist
-Murray it-770irp7m.
Miss Barbara Miller on
Wednesday at Bethel at 7:00
—

Band Boosters Club
To Meet Oa Monday
The Calloway County High
School Band Boosters Club will
meet Monday, April 7, at seven
Bro. R. J. Johnson
p. m. at the band room of the
Baptist Church, Paducah, as
school.
the evangelist.
All members arid interested
Services will be hel4 Friday
persons are urged to attend,
and5 Saturday
_ , m. and
. at 7:30 p.
said Dr. J. B. Dover, president.
-an Sunday at eleven-e m.and
The meeTuigis being
- Yield S
tM
yo:
hys_elo
nigleitt, due
A pr to14.thi
Tommy Scott will direct the
spring break for Caljo
- song-service with Mrs. Jim
County
il
-Neale as organist and Mrs.
Tommy Scott as pianist.

SDX Names Givens AsImident

Miss RuthColley
Dies At Hospital;
Fuller
—if Is Today

-

u en s amed_.
Purchose

Area- •
FrofMarket

School

A Mayffeld-jOurnalism major
and political science minor,
Steve Wendell Givens, has been
elected president of the Society
of Professional Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi (SDX ) at
Murray State University for the
1975-76 school year.
Givens, a 20-year old senior,
will-be -sworn into office later
this month by Dr. J.. - Neil
Woodruff, SDX advisor:- If.iA1be the second office he has held
since becoming a charter
member in the organization
when it was founded on the
campus in 1973.
Other officers who were
selected by the chapter were:

Steve Quertertneus, vicepresident, Brenda Derryberry,
secretary, and Rick Orr,
treasurer.

Givens will succeed M. Scott
Simpson to become SDX's
fourth president. He served
three yet'
News as
sports
edito
-Writer,
and
Querterrnous, a 20-year old
senior from Paducah, is a photographer before accepting
journalism major and presently a position in January with the
serves as editorial editor for the MS1.1 Student Government
pdbildity
campus newspaper, the Murray Association 'as
chairman.
State
Newa,_ Derryherry
He Also writes orra partvtimecurrently is a staff tiriter on
basis
for the Murray Ledger &
that publication. She is a native
-- Times newspaper and has
ofBallwin, Mo.,and is a 20-year -served for the
past two sumold junior journalism malor.
mers as an intern on Kentucky
Orr, a native of Murray,'is newspapers. Presently he is a
one of the photographers for the nominee for the Kentucky
News and has written news and Legislative Internship Program
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Tommy Scott
The nursery will be open for
all the services and the public is
Invited to attend, said Rev.
Lawson Williamson, church
pastor.

Ezra Douthitt Dies
Tueshy, Rossville

Word has been received here Janet Gayle Byerly, Robert
of the death Tuesday in Hargrove, Cheryl Jackson,
Rossville, Ga., of Ezra Douthitt, Patsy Jo Burkeen, Rita
87-year-old former resident of Dawson, James Mack Harris,
Ralph G. Rogers, Anita Chaney,
Wingo.
-.He is survived by three Vicki .Butterworth, Allison
brothers, Ira Douthitt, and 0,Wilfred, Martha Outland, Hazel
Boone Douthitt, both of Nash-Pritchett, and Brenda Outland'.
juniors named were Lincia
ville, and Noah Douthitt, Wingo,
and two sisters, Mrs. William Avery, Kathy Calhoun, Randy
Grogan and Mrs. Ethel Lester, L. Herndon, Donald McCuiston,
both of Murray.
Peggy Rogers, Kathy Todd,
Services are set for two p.m. Judith Kirnbro, Gena Cleaver,
Friday at Laner Funeral Home Pat Dee Adams, and Kathie
in Rossville, with burial in the Broach.
military cemetery in Chattanooga, Tenn

Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Bazzell

'Speak-Up'
Contest Held
At Two Schools

The funeral for Mrs. James(
Noel (Estelle Darnell ) Bazzell
of Farmington Route One will
be held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Coldwater Church of Chris; with
Bro. John Hoover and Bro. Roy
Story officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Jerry Ainley, Ralph Black,
Roscoe Barnes, Herold Darnell,
Dan Darnell, and Billy Darnell.
Burial will be in the church
the
with
cemetery
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Bavell, age 59, died
Tuesday. She is survived by her
husband. James Noel Jim)
Darnel, Farmington Route
One, two daughters, Mrs.
Porter Mangrum and Mrs.
Miltor. Cochran, two sisters,
seven brothers, five grandchildren, and one great gandchi'd

Nearly 900 students have
participated in the local 4-H
"Speak-Up" speech contest in
two county elementary schools.
Students at North and East
Elementary Schools participated in the speech contest,
jointly sponsored by the 4-H
council and the school administration. Judging is going
on today at East Elementary,
and a county-wide runoff will be
held late this month between the
two schools.
The students' teachers
assigned speech topics, and
helped individual students with
preparation and practice of the
speeches. 4-H officials acted as
judges of the contests. Ribbons
were awarded to all who participated, according to Fred
Gillum, 4-H spokesman.

The Murray Woman's Club
and the Calloway County
Medical Auxiliary have Announced that their joint community project is bicycle safety.
The project was selected
because of the increase in
bicycle traffic in the community
due in part to the emphasis on
physical fitness and on energy
conservation. '
Members of the Civic Committee of the Woman's Club and
of the Bicycle Safety Committee
of the Medical Auxiliary have
met frequently. in the past
months. They have presented
suggestions for bicycle ordinances for the City Council to
consider and have submitted a
plan for bikeways within the
city to Mayor John Ed Scott and
Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Future plans of these committees include a drive for
registration of bicycles and a
bicycle awareness campaign.
The ultimate goal is to make the
community a safer place to
bicycle by providing laws,
bikeways, and safety education
for the citizens.
Any group or individual interested in working with the
bicycle project may contact
Mrs. James Hart, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, or Mrs. Joe Pzince
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Prices of stock of local interest at now,
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows
U S. Honkt•
Kaufman &Bread.
Ponderosa
Kimberly CU&.,
Union Carbide
W.R.Grace
Texaco
General Elec.
GAF Co
Georglarkdae
Pfizer
Jim waiters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint
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19%

Revival Services
Planned At Sugar
Creek Church

The Sugar Creek Baptist
Church will be engaged in a
weekend revival on Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, according to the church pastor,
Rev. Gerald S. Owen.
Speaking on Friday at 7:30 p
m. will be Mayo Mansfield,
pastor of the New Harmony
Baptist Church, Benton
The speaker on Saturday at
7:30 p. m. will be Jerry Lee,
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 361.2, pastor of the West Fork Baptist
up 0.1.
Church near Murray.
Below dam 339.7, up..0.3.
Don Cotten, pastor of the
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 381.2, Calvary Baptist Church,
up 0.1.
Elkton, will be the speaker for.
Below dam 348.1, up 0.1.
the Sunday services.
Sunset 7:20. Sunrise 6:40.
The public is invited to attend
Moon rises Tuesday 2:58 a. all the services, a church
m , sets 12-22 p. m.
spokesman said.
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STOCK MARKET*

Bicycle Safely
Project For
Seniors named were Alene
Paschall, Vernon Dale Mathis,
Norita Cassity, Craig Dowdy,-Murray franned
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Save on Sherwin-Williams most popular
wallpaper, wallcloth and vinyl wallcoverings.
So many new and lovely designs, colors
and patterns! norals, stripes, flocks and pre-pasted . . .
flocks on foil! Durable .
many,strippable, too! Choose from these
Sherwin-Willianis lines: HANDI-HANG",
STYLE PERFECT'VINYLS, FAIRVIEW',
TRADITIONALS, FANFARE FLOCKS-.
And save 25% off the regular pnce.
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SALE ENDS APRIL 14th

Morgan, Treirathan & Gunn, Inc.
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Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number

WE MAKE YOU FEEL RIGHT AT HOME

For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

441.14011is
-441-•

The Number To Call
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